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JMU adjusts to Money for business building
new guidelines among budget amendments
to train teachers 4.
By Heather Dawson

staff writer

By Morgan Ashton
staff writer

Almost three decades of teacher education in
Virginia will go the way of horse-drawn carts and
oil lamps by 1992 after the Virginia Board of
Education approves new curricula this spring.
The new guidelines eliminate education as an
undergraduate program, requiring prospective
teachers to major in liberal arts or one of the
sciences.
"It will be an interesting dynamic," said Julius
Roberson, dean of JMU's-Collcge of Education and
Human Resources. "It's just a complete departure
from what we've done before."
The changes only affect students entering the
department in fall 1989, Roberson said.
The old system of teacher education maintained
uniform standards throughout schools in Virginia. It
specified the "how to" of teaching, Roberson said.
Under the new system, each institution will draw
up its own new program with a focus on content,
creating 36 different programs for teacher education
in the state, Roberson said.
JMU's restructuring plan limits the number of
undergraduate professional education hours that can
be earned to 18 and dictates that by 1993 all teachers
work towards a masters degree.
The program was initiated in September last year
and goes to a joint session of the State Council of
Higher Education and the Virginia Board of
Education in May.
,
Dr. Alvin Pettus, the head of JMU's education
resources department said, "The [faculty] reaction
was positive once we £ot over the initial shock.
"There was just a lot of uncertainly . . . about
what some'of the guidelines called for. I'm not sure
everybody likes it," Pettus said, referring to "those
people mat felt we were doing a good job."
Pettus lauded the effort the new program signals
but said, "I don't think anybody in the state can say
it will be effective."
Guidelines for the old curriculum filled 75 pages;
»' they arc now reduced to a page.
The program seeks to create teachers who arc
"liberally educated" and "who sec the broader
components" of the field, Roberson said.
The special education program designed to meet
the needs of the mentally retarded and the
emotionally disturbed underwent massive change.
The new,program combines specific classes for
teaching the mildly handicapped into a generic

A $10 million allocation for the JMU College of
Business building is one of the budget amendments
now being considered by the 1988 Virginia General
Assembly.
The building is one of several capital outlay
projects that are being planned for universities
throughout the state, said William Jackamcit, vice
president for resource planning.
Gov. Gerald Baliles wants proceeds from the state
lottery to fund the capital outlay projects, but JMU
President Ronald Carrier and administrators from
other schools want state tax money to fund the
projects so construction can begin as soon as
possible.
"If we gel the money from general funds, we'll be
able to start going in 1988 rather than 1989,"
Jackamcit said. "Since the building has already been
planned, we're eager to get on with it." -

The building will be constructed adjacent to
Chandler, Shorts and Eagle Halls near Newman
Lake.
The S10 million amendment will cover the site
work, construction and some equipment such as
furniture. It also includes fund requests for planning
costs such as architectural fees.
Money for microcomputers and audio-visual
equipment will be requested'■ from Virginia's
equipment trust fund.
Some private support from individuals and
corporations also might be sought, Jackamcit said.
Such donations would pay for "more sophisticated"
equipment, such as some computers, he added.
Steven Knickrehm, of the resource planning
division, said if the current amendment passes,
construction bidding will start in July. "The site
work would probably begin early next fall," he said.
I

See BUDGET page 2>
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Night light
Newman Lake reflects the bright lights of the Lake Complex on a winter evening.
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The amendment also includes about $850,000 for
office and classroom furniture, Knickrehm said.
The university has not yet identified other
financial sources for the equipment, he said. "That's
probably two or three years away."
Other key budget amendments include:
•A $110,000 proposal to complete the Sonner
Building. The building, which will house the
alumnae, development, and career planning and
placement offices, was alloted $1.6 million during
the 1987 General Assembly session.
The Sonner Building also will be located near
Newman Lake next to the new College of Business
building.
• A $350,000 proposal to upgrade JMU's
administrative computing services.
The present system is overloaded and inadequate
for the additional services now being planned for the
computer system, Jackameit said.
The computer now handles registration, printing
of grade reports and transcripts. Touch-tone
registration and a degree audit system should be
added to the system within the next year, Jackameit
said.

"We're pretty much overloading the system now.
We've got to do something," he said.
• A $200,000 allotment for new books and
equipment for Carrier Library.
Dennis Robison, university librarian, said the
request is part of an $18 million amendment being
pushed by university presidents throughout the
commonwealth.
The amendment will mark a return to
"full-formula funding," Robison said.
A formula determines how much money each
university library receives in the biennium budget,
Robison said. The formula considers the number of
library users and resources.
Figures include books, periodicals and computers,
Robison said.
In determining how much money university
libraries receive, the governor and the legislature'can
choose to fund a certain percentage of the money
required under formula guidelines.
In 1984-85 the governor and legislators froze the
operating budgets for universities. Carrier Library
has received $500,000 each biennium for the past
six years. However, according to the funding
formula, JMU's library should receive $700,000
each biennium, Robison said.
Less than full-formula funding "has handicapped

Carrier's mother passes away
.The mother of JMU President Ronald
Carrier died Sunday after a prolonged
illness, said Karen Lankard, secretary to
the president
Melissa Carrier's funeral was held
Tuesday in Bluff City, Tenn.
No memorial service is planned in the

Harrisonburg area, but JMU faculty,
students and staff may send sympathies
to the president's home or Wilson Hall
office.

Carrier returned to work
Wednesday.

this institution a great deal," Robison said. "If we're
entitled to all of it, then we should get it. That's
what the presidents of all the universities are
saying."
•JMU also is asking the General Assembly for
$250,000 to create teaching positions for a freshman
seminar course.
"We originally asked for 10," Jackameit said.
"Then we said, 'If you give us five, we'll pull the
five other positions slated for the program from
somewhere else.'"
Other amendments include: ,'
•A request to use university-generated funds for
an addition to Gibbons Dining Hall.
•A $750,000 request to pay for a media addition
to Anthony-Seeger Hall. The addition would house
publication offices, WMRA-FM, and the television
production center.
Senator Kevin Miller, a JMU associate professor
of accounting, said passage of the amendments is
difficult to determine now because they arc referred
to several different legislative committees for
approval.
The General Assembly will be voting on the
amendments between now and the end of its session
on March 14.

Education
go for a master's degree," Roberson
said.
course. ,
Disciplines regulated by professional
"It's a teaching responsibility that is associations such as physical education
highly specialized ... If they want to and speech pathology are exempted
leach more serious cases, they'll have to from change.
v (Continued from page 1)
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JMU problems to be solved, VP pledges

s

*■

By Keith Perry
SGA reporter
Current JMU problems, such as space and faculty
.shortages, will soon be solved, said JMU's vice
president for academic affairs Tuesday.
Dr. Russell Warren addressed the SGA student
senate Tuesday, and reported on the present and
future state of the JMU academic program.
While the new music building is nearing
completion and is "at least something above
ground," construction will not disappear from the
JMU campus, he said.
Warren "hopes" construction for the business
building will begin in six months.
"I say 'hope' because every construction plan
generally tends to be about three or four months off^
but we're going to act like it's going to open on
schedule," Warren said.
The building will be specifically designed to meet
the current needs of the business college, he
said. Classrooms will be designed for better group
discussion, and will have discussion rooms adjacent
to the major classrooms.
The two-year renovation of Burruss Hall also will
begin soon. Warren said. The project, scheduled to
begin this summer, will dislocate several students
and faculty, he said.
Students will never know a regular home building
for their major, but "what we're going to try to do is
to ensure there's no decrease in the quality of what
they leam," Warren said.
Construction will cause about "two more years of
some real pain," but the problems will be alleviated
by 1990, he said.
Some new faculty positions provided in.
Governor Babies proposed budget for the 1988-90

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Dr. Russell Warren
biennium will be phased in gradually with the
completion of the buildings and the availability of
classroom space, Warren said.
Project 2010 is another concern of Warren and the
academic affairs department. The plan is designed "to
ensure that we give you classes that are oriented to

the world that you live in and work in."
Most students will be coming into the prime of
their careers in 2010, and the curriculum must be
changed to suit learning for the future, he said.
Those involved with Project 2010 "try to ask
See WARREN page 9>-

Communication Dept considers curriculum changes
By Cathy Carey

V

4

staff writer -.,
The Department of Communication
might reorganize its curriculum, the
department head said Tuesday.
"Basically we need to look at what
we've been doing to find out if we can
improve it," said Dr. George Wead.
"Get rid of dead wood, focus it, make it
more rigorous so there's not any
repetition or waste of students' time,
and get the students to flow through the
program better."
The department generally wants to
integrate its four current curriculum
concentrations: telecommunications,
journalism, public relations and
interpersonal communication.
"What will definitely happen is there
will be a total re-look at the curriculum
where we're going to say, 'it's time to
see if the communication department
needs to change its curriculum,'" Wead
said.
a
"My concern is we need to improve
what we're doing."
A curriculum and instruction
committee headed by Dr. David
Wendelken, associate professor of
communication, is being formed to

consider
revisions
in
the
communication
department's
curriculum.
If the committee decides changes are
needed, they would be adopted by
Fall 1989, so the appropriate changes
can be made in the 1990-91 catalog,
Wead said. He added that the committee
needs a draft of possible changes at the
end of this semester.
One model the department might
consider is the communication
curriculum structure at Trinity
University in San Antonio, Texas. This
model consists of an introduction core,
area studies, electives and an exit core.
"the thing is, I'm not unhappy with
what we're doing, but I think we can do
better," Wead said. "I think we have
problems that might be remedied by
letting the students move in slightly
different patterns."
The introduction core at Trinity has
three classes: mass communication,
sight, sound and motion, and media
writing.
Trinity students take classes in
four-course categories at the area studies
level. These include media theory and
process, media writing, management

and research, and production. JMU
students in a concentration would take
classes in all four areas specifically
designed for thejr concentration.
During their senior year. Trinity
communication students take two
courses as an exit core. Wead said these
courses are "think" courses that
reintegrate all the information students
have learned during their four, college
years.
Although Wead likes Trinity's
program, he said some differences exist
between JMU and Trinity University.
Variables include fewer students and a
curriculum
without
speech
communication classes.
Trinity also does not have as strong a
student
newspaper
or
telecommunications program as JMU,
he said.
"As a model it [Trinity's curriculum]
is something that's semi-ideal and also
may not be totally adaptable," Wead
said. "These are wonderful ideas that
we've picked up from places, but is it
possible?"
Wead said a curriculum change won't
destroy the four • communication
concentrations.

"One of the things that could scare
people is to suggest that we're going to
get rid .of the sequences, that we're not
going to have a journalism or telecom
concentration," Wead said. "That's not
true. That's not what we're after.
"But we're trying to integrate things
in a different way and to maybe be a
little more consistent with the number
of hours of required work students are
expected to do," he said.
Students concentrating in public
relations must take 15 hours of required
courses, in addition to the
communication core classes.
Journalism students now take nine
hours.
"That's a big difference, and some of
the P.R. students, because there's so
many of them, have trouble getting
what they need when they need it,"
Wead said. "That's a problem and that's
not the students' fault so we have to do
something about it.
*
"That's why we're talking curriculum.
The best way to handle it is to look at
the whole curriculum and make more
consistency," Wead said.
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is now accepting
*H applications for the following positions:

1

VDesign/Layout Editor

^Assistant Editorial Editor

VNews Editor
^Assistant News Editor
VSports Editor
^Assistant Sports Editor
VFeatures Editor
^Assistant Features Editor
^Editorial Editor

^Business Editor
^Assistant Business Editor
VWire News Editor
VPhoto Editor
^Assistant Photo Editor
VProduction Manager
VColumnists

VAIso:

_

^reporters
^photographers
Vgraphic artists
Vtypists
Vpaste-up
■
personnel

\

• Application Deadline: Monday, Feb. 15 at 3 p.m.
• Please include a cover letter, resume and five samples of your work.
• Send your application to: Martin Romjue,Editor, The Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall, JMU, 22807
• For more information, call Martin Romjue, Editor, or Cathy Carey
Managing Editor, 568-6127.
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Dukes ^
Florist r
Must Have Valid Drivers License for Beer & Wine
Herman Josephs & Lt 6 pk 3.49 Old Milw. & Lt. 24 pk
Coors Reg.
12pk
6pk
529 Old Milw.
Coors Reg.
6pk 2.79
6pk
Old Milw. Lt.
Coors Lt.
24 pk 10.69
The Bull
6pk—
Schaefer
12pk
239 Busch&Nat., 6pk
Mickey Malt
6pk 2.09
Milw. Best
6pk
Milw. Best

LONGNECKS AVAILABLE
KEGS

1/2
1/2
Old Milw. 1/2
Busch
1/2
Michelob 1/2
Coors

Bud

'

:

48.00
48.00
38.00
38.00
53.00

1/4
1/4
1/4

28.00
28.00
24.00

1/4

31.00

Schaefer
Goebel
Strohs

12 pk

1/2
1/2
1/2

Milk 1 gal.
2.09
Cigarettes Reg. &100's
8.79
Dr. Peppe/, Mtn. Dew 6 pk cans 1.69
Hot dogs 2/95C
Chips, Snacks, Papers, Magazines, Party needs

8.49
229

1.99
2.09
2.15
1.69
3.29
31.00
30.00
38.00

Valentine's Day Specials
Saturday only
All arrangements are delivered and contain greenery
and babies breath.
• Single Long Stem Red Rose
paper wrapped
• Two Long Stem Red Rose Arrangement
in decorative bud vase
• Half Dozen Long Stem Red Roses
paper wrapped
• Three Fresh Cut Carnation Arrangement
in decorative bud vase
• Brandy Snifter w/ Floating Carnation

$19.95

• Full Dozen Sweetheart Roses
paper wrapped

$19.95

THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JO'S

433-8559
JMU Checks Accepted

OPEN 9:00 - 9:(M
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$6.95
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Staunton woman restrained in Botswana
said that a judge in Botswana ruled that
Jones was imprisoned unlawfully.
In a phone call with The
WAYNESBORO -«- On Friday News-Virginian, Jones said that jail
evening a Staunton native cried over the might be preferable to detention at the
phone from her hotel room in the hotel. At least in jail, she said, the
African country Botswana:
guards are able to protect her from the
"I don't know how much longer I can angry mobs who have been told that
hold on. I'm waiting day after day ... I she stole their money.
don't want to die here, I just want to
"There is no security here," Jones said
come home."
oyifcr the phone. "I try to stay inside
Agnes Louise Jones, 35, has been where nobody can see me."
under a restraining order which has kept
During this time the American
her in Botswana since December.
musicians have left Botwsana without
That was when her long time hope of performing.
promoting cultural awareness between
The local authorities' fear that Jones
the United States and Africa came to a will flee the country without paying her
screeching halt, and after her dream of debts prompted them to take away her
arranging a top-named American concert passport and retum-ticket home, Jones'
in southern Africa fell to pieces.lawyer said.
According to Jones' sister Sara
Veney struggled to clear her mind of
Veney, a Waynesboro resident, Jones is worry as she spoke about her sister.
Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE
being sued for nearly $50,000 by a
"She's just a hardworking woman Sara Veney reads a Dally News-Record story about her sister.
company in Botswana's capital, who did something she believed was
"The family is very concerned about
Gaborone, that constructed a stage for right," Veney said. "It was nothing haven't received any money."
Ms.
Jones. And additional funds are
the Dec. 25 concert.
political, and she has no money."
To date, Veney's Virginia Federal
being
raised. Agnes we love you!"
The concert was to feature Reebie
Veney said that the family lives from Savings and Loan account shows that a
According to wire copy, SeraraT.
Jackson, older sister of singer Michael paycheck to paycheck and that they are series of four money orders were sent to
Jackson, and the Chicago-based Staple trying to raise money to help her.
a Ms. Mathews at the state department. Ketlogetswe, Botwsana's ambassador to
Singers.
"Through the state department, we In a phone call with Lorraine Veney the United States, said that Jones faced
"How can they say that she has have sent over $700 already," Veney Jones' niece, Ms. Mathews said that she no government charges, but was to
defrauded the people when she had the said. "But they [authorities in sent the money and enclosed the remain under the reslaining order.
Ketlogetswe said that the incident was
performers there ready to go?" Veney Botswana] said 'you're just lying' we following message:
said. "If she had cheated them, why
'a private matter' and there is nothing
would she have ever gone to the
that the government can do except
country?" Jones works as an apartment
monitor the situation.
manager in Washington, D.C.
Together with Rev. Baker of Beverly
With more then 50,000 anxious fans
Manor Baptist Church, in Staunton,
awaiting the performance, the show was
Veney is asking for community
canceled when a South African
awareness and support of the situation.
promoter failed to produce lighting and
We can use any assistance we can get
sound equipment.
from the surrounding counties, Veney
Yeshi Dama, a friend of Jones' in
said.
.Washington D.C, and some members
"Something is just not right, with
of Jones' family, believe that she was
this whole situation," Veney said. "We
set up for failure by the South Africans
have to make people all over the
in order to frighten other American
country aware of what's going on."
performers, especially blacks, from
The last phone call from Botswana on
trying to perform in Botswana.
Friday brought new concern for the
According to wire reports, Sidney
family instead of relief.
Pilane, Jones' lawyer, said that she also
Veney said the state department had
has taken responsibility for more than
assured the family that a group of
$35,000 in other debts related to the
missionaries was sent to South Africa
concert.
to ensure Jones' safety. However, the
These debts include the cost of a
phone call informed the family that the
chartered airplane for the musicians,
missionaries were unable to contact
refunds to all ticket holders, hotel costs
Jones and take her into their care.
and legal fees.
"I don't know what went wrong,"
Jones' promise to hold a make-up"
Veney said. "All I know is that they
concert in January also fell through. On
don't have my sister. Something is just
Jan. 15, a day before the make-up
not right."
concert was- to take place, Jones told
According to family members, the
reporters that she was thrown into a
case
probably won't be heard in court
filthy jail, given water that was too dirty
until
sometime in June.
to drink, and forced to take drugs which
prevented her from sleeping.
In the meantime, her family wants
Jones was released from jail two days
her back home with her loved ones.
later and now is in a Gaborone hotel.
"I can't stand having to talk to her
Jones fears for her health because she
over
the phone," Veney said. "All she
has run out of kidney and high-blood
Staff
photos
by
TRACEV
D.
NEALE
do
is cry and say, 'I didn't do
can
pressure medication.
anything,
please help me come home.'"
Dama, her Washington D.C. friend. Sharon Veney holds a vigil in Waynesboro for her aunt.
By Tracey Neale
staff writer
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SGA passes groups' funding requests
By Keith Perry

—

SGA reporter

Although contingency account funds
are starting to dwindle, campus
organizations continued to ask for a
piece of the Student Government
Association's last remaining dollars
Tuesday.
SGA Treasurer Gary McCoy said the
account will be empty by the Feb. 22
request deadline. After Tuesday's
allocation of over $2,500, the account
now holds $1,653.06, he said.
Remaining funds will be divided up
among remaining proposals totalling
$11,000. Organizations requesting
funds will receive only a proportional
"percentage of the overall pie," McCoy
said.
The WJMR radio committee
proposal, sent back to the Finance
committee last week, was approved
Tuesday. Committee chairwoman
Robin Rison said , the finance
committee agreed on the amended
$695.38 proposal.
WJMR business manager Kerry

Pearce requested that the proposal be
amended to $718.94, since the $54 per
person they already must pay for
registration was as "big a stretch as we
can afford."
Chappalear senator Kim Hessler, who
proposed the original bill, amended the
bill to cover the requested amount The
senate unanimously passed the $718.94
proposal.
The senate also unanimously passed
an amended $784 proposal from the
Circle K service club. The finance
committee cut $441 from the original
proposal because the group's current
funds could cover the registration fees
for the remaining nine^nembers, Rison
said.
The following bills were proposed
and referred to committee:
• Ikenbcrry senator Ralph Ellis
proposed that $1,611 be allocated to
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. to
help fund the group's April 10 Founders
Week activities.
•Howard Johnson's senator Stephan
Foglcman proposed that the steakhouse

phone line hours be extended to 6 p.m.
at least two nights per week.
•Fogleman also proposed that the
SGA allocate $958.14 to the JMU
Young Democrats for their attendance at
the Virginia Young Democrat
convention.
• Bell senator David Hosking
proposed that $520 be given to the
International Relations Association to
help fund delegate fees at the March 17
IRA Johns Hopkins Model Conference.
• Commuter
senator Cliff
Puterbaugh proposed construction of a
gravel walkway between the Alpha Chi
Omega house and Port Republic Road.
•Chandler senator John Chrosniak
proposed allocation of $1,399.05 to the
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship to
help fund members' trips to summer
leadership and missions seminars.
•Commuter senator Kathy Walsh
proposed that the SGA allocate $1,308
to Eta Sigma Delta, the international
hospitality management society, to
help defray the costs of attending a
National Restaurant Association and
Hotel-Motel Show in Chicago.

•Walsh also proposed that $500 be
allocated to the JMU Hillel Foundation
to help fund "A Holocaust
Remembrance Program."
• Frederikson senator Tracy
Humphrey proposed allocation of
$1,430 to In Earnest magazine to help
pay for initial publication and
expansion costs.
•Commuter senator Dean Gossett
proposed that $1,220 be given to Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. to help fund
their trips to regional and national
conferences.
•Huffman senator Beth Cunningham
proposed allocation of $210 to the
Association of Computing Machinery
to fund state competitions and guest
speakers.
•Shcnandoah senator William Bucco
proposed allocation of $360 to Kappa
Kappa Psi, a music fraternity, to help
cover registration fees at their
northeastern district convention.
•Spotswood senator Petef Schultz
proposed that $1,894.58 be allocated to
the Madison Marketing Association to
help fund their Career Day Symposium.

Early admitted freshmen invited Business to start
to visit JMU for 'orientation'day honor society
for top students

By Stephanie Swalm
«iff rtrtftr

Early admissions freshmen will get an early look
at JMUj|is year.
/
JMU's Office of Admissions has invited accepted
applicants to attend a special visitation day March
22.
In a continuing effort to attract the "cream of the
crop," Linda Glover, JMlTs associate director of
admissions, organized the day for accepted students
and their parents.
The admissions office expects about 300 of the
,900 seniors who were invited to the event About
50 students participated in a similar day sponsored
by the School of Education and Human Services last
year.
The students will visit areas of academic interest,
tour the campus, and get "as broad an understanding
of the university as possible from aa-individual
standpoint," Glover said.
The students accepted early will be primarily
concerned with the specifics of JMU, Glover said.
She hopes the day will allow students to learn as
much about JMU as they can before deciding
whether terattend
'
"What we have been doing is wanting)?) admit a
student early who has the best chance m terms of
academic profits and also someone who's~gqjng to
contribute more to the university than any other
person," Glover said.
"The kind of person who really isxsuccessful is
someone who is interested* in a fairly vigorous
academic program," she said. "We are able to pick
those out in a variety of ways and admit them
early."
The special visitation day shapes up much like an
-

orientation. Glover said. Students will attend a bask
orientation meeting ,in the morning that includes a
question and answer period with the Student
Ambassadors. Various speakers from the
administration also will discuss aspects of JMU.
Those students unfamiliar with the campus can take
a tour.
What differs from regular orientation is that the
students can visit the academic departments of their
choice.
"The structure is that they would get good factual
information from the department and/or college of
their choice. Within that context I want the deans
and various colleges department heads to be able to
be creative," Glover said
Giving students some specifics might be an
important factor in their deciding to attend JMU,
Glover said.
"I believe that this is going to be a real important
event in the decision-making process. The students
who come to this day will be people who will be
admitted to probably every school to which they
apply, unless they apply to a highly selective —
Dartmouth, Harvard — sort of school.
"Because thetfre stronger students as a rule, they're
really going to be, looking more for specific
information about a program than a general student
would," Glover said.
The admissions office will evaluate the event to
see how many students who attended enroll at
JMU.
'
"Our basic concept is a desire to show them the
best of JMU," Glpver said. My big objective is that
they come and1 make a real strong connection with
the university, that they feel really good about being
here, that they can envision themselves walking
across the quad."

By Melva Shelor
staff writer

JMU wants to recognize and encourage academic
achievement by establishing a new honor society for
students, said the dean of the College of Business.
Dr. Robert Holmes and Dr. Robert Jerome,
assistant professor of economics, are starting a
chapter of the Golden Key National Honor Society,
a non-profit honors organization dedicated to
academic excellence.
Virginia Tech and the University of Virginia are
the two other state schools that have chapters,
Holmes said. The College of William and Mary also
plans to start a chapter this year.
Golden Key members must be either juniors or
seniors in the top 15 percent of their class. The
group will invite members to join, Jerome said.
The society awards two student scholarships to
each chapter. The national organization will
determine scholarship amounts based on the number
of members in each chapter, Jerome said.
Even though the JMU chapter was recently
established, seven officers already have been
selected. The officers were chosen from different
colleges here on campus based on deans'
recommendations.
Paula; Wierwille was named president; Amy
Costello and Mark Schultz co-vice presidents; Lisa
Hershey, corresponding secretary; Cindy Newman,
recording secretary; Dawna Depollo, treasurer, and
James Edgemond, historian.
The Division of Stuuent Affairs now is reviewing
the society's charter. The office will decide Friday if

See SOCIETY page 9>
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February 4, 1988

Dear JMU students,
I would like to offer you a job,
'•■•

. w«n. Rut that's O K Really. I can offer you a
I know, you don't believe me. I'm a student. Bu that s u.rv rw y
paid position here at The Breeze - after you apply.
That's what this letter is about - how to apply. He«j at The *££&„
searching for just the right students to take over ad design and ad sales posmons

for

.

our graduating seniors.

Want a
great
job?

experience at all, send an application.
Experience has to start somewhere, and I'd like to give you that Wrtunj^Br'n9 a
cover letter and resume to The Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger H*
before Feb. 15.
~.
A
If you don't have a resume, please outline your interest in a typed letter. I'll call you
to set up an interview shortly after Feb. 15. Good Luck!

-• Salespeople
Sincerely.

&

.

-

• Designers

Diane Benevides
Business Manager

THE BOARD OF VISITORS
OF
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY *
...Invites undergraduates to apply for the
position of Student Member of the Board of Visitors
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

,

» ».-,

-Sixty credit hours earned at James Madison University
-A 3.00 cumulative grade point average.
-Currently registered for at least twelve semester hours
-Significant involvement in campus activities.
I $
<: ' ■ if
Interested students may obtain an
application in the Office of the Vice
•• *
President for Student Affairs (Alumnae Hall, Room 107). Applications
should be returned in person by the
deadline, 5 p.m., February 26,1988.

■■* •*«**» » . . f . . I -• iv ■ MMkivwrawMt,^.
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■
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Warren

POLICEFILE

> (Continued from page 3)
what the world will look like then, as
best we can judge it, and then take the
conclusions from that, and apply that to
the curriculum that we now offer,"
Warren said.
Current studies "clearly all point to
the fact that your general education will
become more and more important, and
your specific major education will
become less and less important.
"Because of that, it's pretty clear to us
that we do you a disservice by spending
an awful lot of time on facts that
become obsolete quickly, and we do
you more of a service by concentrating
on broad skills like writing and critical
thinking and problem solving," Warren
said.
Although Project 2010 is a new
program, the Academic Initiatives for
Excellence are "well underway," he said.

Society ******
> (Continued from page 7)

Golden Key qualifies for official
campus recognition.
If the student affairs office approves
the charter, it will then go before the
University Council for final approval.
The organization will begin
functioning in April if "everything goes
well," Wierwille said.
Golden Key plans to become involved
in community projects such as the

The Initiatives already have improved
the honors program, started asessment
testing, updated computerization, and
placed a special emphasis on writing,
critical thinking and problem solving.
A new portion of the Initiatives is a
development program. Warren said. It
emphasizes "fundamentally, that
students need to develop non-cognitive
ways as well as cognitive ways."

Second case
of exposure
reported here
By Kurt Larrlck
police reporter

„ A man was seen masturbating on a
bench near the Carrier Library Sunday
afternoon, said Alan MacNutt, director
of campus poice and safety.
This is the second such incident
reported to campus police in the past
month.
In both cases, the man is described as
Another recent addition is the
Freshman Seminar, a class "designed to a white male, 57", in his 30s, with
orient students to learning," Warren dark hair and a medium build. In both
said.
incidents, the man wore khaki pants and
had a generally "preppy" look,
MacNutt said.

The program will help students'
interpersonal skills not "in seeing the
world in shades of black and while, but
in relatively gray shades, and in
understanding ambiguity, and things
like that"

Ruritan club, the Big Brothers/Big
Sister program, and tutoring sessions.
Golden Key also will sponsor a
display in the Warren Campus Center
on Campus Awareness Day this
semester.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society was formed at Georgia State
University on Nov. 22, 1979. Since
then about 110 chapters have been
started nationwide.

Campus police also reported the
following:
Personal Abuse
• A male student was charged
judicially with personal abuse Feb. 3 for
threatening to blow up the campus
police station. The student reportedly
accompanied payment of his parking
fines with a threatening letter, and wrote
abusive comments on the checks he
wrote to pay the fines.

Larceny
•A composite photograph, lounge
chair and lamp stolen from the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority house were recovered,
police said Wednesday. The items,
valued at $790, were reportedly stolen
Feb. 4.
•A brown Bomber jacket reportedly
was stolen from the Phillips Center
ballroom during the 10,000 Maniacs
concert Feb. 4. Two females were seen
leaving with the jacket.
They are described as a white female
with long blond hair, 57", wearing a
white skirt with brown patches on the
front, and a white female, 5'5", with
short curly brown hair, wearing jeans
and a plaid shirt. The jacket is valued at
$240.
•A black Sansui AUD77X amplifier
reportedly was stolen from a closet in
Godwin Hall between Feb. 4 and 5. It is
valued at $400. The amp has JMU
identification number 77337 on it.
Drunk in public, fleeing custody
• A male student was arrested and
charged with DIP and fleeing police
custody after being arrested at the
Theta Chi fraternity house Sunday. The
man was put in a squad car by campus
police who then returned to the
fraternity house.
The student got out of the car and
started.to run across the bridge behind
Greek Row, but an officer caught him on
foot and took him to the county jail.

Aloha's

Beach Party
This Friday, Feb. 12
(and &at. too!)

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS

starts at 10 p.m. each night

WEEK-END LUNCH.

• with DJ,
Night y£ Thunder

J

NOW OPEN

Saturday & Sunday
at 11am for lunch.

Lunch for 2!

$6. 99

'.-

Gal • medium, on* item
pizza and 2-16 oz bottles ol
Coke One coupon pef
pizza. Mot good with any
other otfar Coupon
good Sal' & Sun. Iiom
11am to 4pm

Hours:
Open for lunch Sat. & Sun. at 11arr»\
Open Mon.-Fri. at 4pm
Open until 1am Sun -Thurs
Open until 2am Fri. & Sat.

Callus!
433-2300
31 Millar Circle
433-3111
22 Tarn Dr.

OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES

Expitaa: 2-28-88
II »ou *• not COmeWtly
ul«l.od »nn ,out »,!,.
«

II ,ou'piii»«OM nol arm
MM JO m ■ ijln liom ih.
wne yea oraer. in. am. or,
ewm**aJaa*a*a*xtUOa
iron «w ana* at yaw Mai ' For OouM* roamr*. auawitM « u oo on each eraar.

<M »>« Hi**, rapuc.
KM ounce*

. -y

%P&

bMi^wtaWllla

dLOJiCKS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1005 E Mkl St

Harnsonburg (Okj Dutch Panly Bldg) 434-2828

\
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This is the one you've been waiting for!!

HOWARD
JOHNSON

Interstate 81. Exit 63,
at Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Lodge

•■*#.

10% Discount on any room
with this coupon

Why gamble your hard earned cash to the Flamingo,- hoping
and praying you'll be on the strip? Daytona Prime tells you
precisely where you'll be staying!!

',,

(703) 434-6771

Featuring the Texan Motel on the Strip.

coupon expires May 1,1988

YOUR TRIP INCUDES
Driving Package
|Without Transportation ▲ «£ _ _ — ~.—
Quid Occupancy1

Full Package
With Transportation ▲ A
Quad Occupancy Wy

209.00

Round trip moto' coach transportation via lunury
highway coaches to Daytona Beach Florida
llnljke others we use the newut style buse
available
Pool deck parties and activities every single da
featuring the famous Echo Belly Flop contest

Full Package
With Transportation ▲ «£

Five Per Room Wf 199.00.
IV

' Seven niqhis accommodations il one ol our exc'il
mg oceanfronl hotels Our hotels are located righ
m the middle ol the strip between 800 North and
701 South Atlantic Avenue Each hotel has a grea
pool ana party decfc and nicely turnished rooms|
with color IV and an conditioning See tup spon
soi lot specific hotel details

Optional excursions available to Oisney World
Epcot Hawaiian luaus party boats and more
An entire list of bar and restaurant discounts to|
save you money at places you would go anyway
The services ot full lime travel representatives to|
throw parties and takegreal care ol you
An lanes and gratuities

Arrangements by ECHO TRAVEL INC.
The largest in college tours to Florida
tor over 9 years

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

*

i\the
plunge
this
summer.

Sign up for Army ROTC BasicCamp: You'll get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
leadership skills a*' well as your
lw)dy. You'll also get almost £700.
But hurry This summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officer's
commission. Be all you can fie.
See your Professor of Military
Science for details.

This is the

#1

College
Tour to
Daytona

Best HotelGuaranteed
know where you will M
slaying on this trip
(with other trips??)

TOU

Best Location in
Daytona
Onn'l Id i poor location ruin your
inp (the Oaytona strip is
23 miles long!)

Shouting Distance
from Everything
The lop bin restaurants eipos and
free concerts (not a taii ride
away, like other trips)

Top of the Une
Luxury Coaches

».

For the mojt comfortable party
trip to Florida

Pool Deck Parties
Every Oay

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

The honest biggest parties in
Daytona Beachi

Contact:

You might lind a cheaper trip.
but why risk your
Spring Break cash on a
cheap imitation"

Major Saari
y

568-6264

CALL 432-1512 ASK FOR ALEX

■
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WIRE
Iowa: Impact on winners, losers analyzed
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Bob Dole and Pat
Robertson scored big in Iowa's Republican precinct
caucuses by paying scrupulous attention to political
basics while Democrat Richard Gephardt's
anti-establishment rhetoric struck a chord in a state
ravaged by recession, strategists and rivals said
Tuesday.
Vice President George Bush, meanwhile, was
driven into a third place showing on the GOP side
because of "a blurred vision" and an organization
that didn't live up to its billing, they said.
"It sure was a lot more fun in 1980," said a
downcast Rich Bond, political director for the Bush
campaign, referring to Bush's upset win over Ronald
- Reagan that year.
As the impact of Iowa's precinct caucuses began
to settle-in, the biggest surprise was Robertson's

second-place showing over Bush, while Democrats
were continuing to search for a front-runner after
Gephardt's narrow win here. Gary Hart's disastrous
showing of less than 1 percent, raised serious doubts
about the viability'of his unconventional campaign.
"If I were his campaign manager, I'd be very
discouraged by what I saw here," said Iowa
Democratic Chairwoman Bonnie Campbell. Hart
said the showing merely makes him an underdog
again, a role he relished.
With 98 percent of the precincts reporting in both
parties. Dole had 37 percent, Robertson 25 percent.
Bush 19 percent, New York Rep. Jack Kemp 1 r
percent, former Delaware Gov. Pete du Pont 7
percent, while 1 percent registered no preference and
former Secretary of State Alexander Haig got less
than 1 percent.

Among Democrats, the party count showed
Gephardt got 31 percent, Illinois Sen. Paul Simon
27 percent, Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis
22 percent, Rev. Jesse Jackson 9 percent, former
Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt 6 percent, and 5 percent
declared themselves uncommitted. Hart came in at
less than 1 percent as did Tennessee Sen. Albert
Gore Jr., who pulled his campaign from the state
last fall.
t
Roughly 110,000 political activists turned out in
each party to mark a record turnout. The previous
high for a total turnout was the 210,000 in 1980.
Despite that figure, the Iowans who attended
caucuses Monday night represented less than 15
percent of die state's 1.5 million registered voters.

NATION

Noriega ran many
illegal activities,
associate says
WASHINGTON (AP) — A former associate
portrayed Panamanian strongman Manuel Antonio
Noriega on Tuesday as the driving force behind a
"gigantic machine" that generated hundreds of
millions of dollars through drug trafficking, money
laundering, gunrunning and other criminal
enterprises.
Jose Blandon, a former Panamanian intelligence
official fired by General Noriega as his country's
counsel general in New York, said also Cuban
President Fidel Castro once personally intervened in
. a dispute between Noriega and the Mcdcllin drug
cartel in Colombia.
One cocaine shipment by an alleged Noriega
associate involved an apparent connection to the
U.S.-backed Contra rebels in Nicaragua, Blandon
told a Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee.
Blandon also testified that Noriega, Panama's
military chief, worked closely with the CIA and
regularly received classified reports on the political
leanings and personal lives of U.S. senators and
congressional staff members.
The CIA reports, along with others prepared by
the National Security Council staff, included
information on the activities of Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C, a leading Noriega critic, and on Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., Blandon said.

Senators believe
CIA sent reports
to Panama leader
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two senators said
Wednesday that, despite CIA denials, they believe a
former Panamanian official's testimony that the spy
agency routinely sent Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega
classified reports on U.S. lawmakers.

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., one of the alleged
subjects, and Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., said
they don't doubt the veracity of former Panamanian
diplomat Jose Blandon's assertions. "If you examine
all of those things and his motives, I have to say
that he is an extraordinary credible witness who has
no motive for saying this other than telling the
truth," Kerry said on NBC-TV's "Today" show.
Blandon, testifying under oath, told the Senate
Foreign Relations subcommittee on terrorism,
narcotics and international communications Tuesday
that Noriega often received reports on senators'
political views and personal lives in advance of
visits by congressional delegations to the Central
American nation.
After Blandon's testimony, the CIA denied that it
had supplied Noriega with information on U.S.
lawmakers.
"The CIA categorically denies Blandon's assertions
that the agency furnished any such information
regarding U.S. senators or their staffers to the
government of Panama," said Sharon Foster, a CIA
spokeswoman.

Six states must
comply with rules
for desegregation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of Education
William Bennett announced Wednesday that his
department has found four Southern states in full
compliance with civil rights law in their college
systems, while six others must take further steps to
eliminate the vestiges of segregation.
The four states in compliance with Tide VI of the
Civil Rights Act are Arkansas. North Carolina,
South Carolina and West Virginia.
The six states that Bennett said are in partial
violation of the law are Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Virginia.
He told a news conference thay have failed "to
implement one or more specified desegregation
measures to which they had previously agreed."
In letters sent to the governors, he gave the six

states 90 days to submit assurances that they will
carry out the additional desegregation measures by
this Dec. 31.
The action came as the latest step in a
two-decade-old desegregation-dispute with Southern
and Border states that once segregated their colleges
by law.
Education Department officials acknowledged that
the states in general fell short of meeting all the
goals and timetables set in 1978 for minority
recruitment, hiring and enhancement of traditionally
black campuses.
i

Veteran insists
Vietnamese girl
is his daughter
PARADISE, Calif. (AP) — A veteran who
brought home from Vietnam a girl he believed was
his long-missing daughter now faces claims that she
isn't related after all.
"I still feel in my heart that she's my daughter,"
Barry Huntoon said Tuesday from his home here.
"But even if she isn't my daughter physically, she
certainly is spiritually and emotionally.
"All I know is that I love Tuyet Mai and.Tuyct
Mai loves me," he said of the 16-year-old girl, who
has been part of his family since Oct.. 20.
Confusion about the relationship surfaced after a
woman identified as Mai's mother, Tranh Thi Ba,
arrived in the United States on Monday and told
reporters that the girl was not Huntoon's child. She
also said Huntoon has known virtually from the
start of his efforts that she was not his old
girlfriend.
Huntoon acknowledged that he realized on his
arrival in Ho Chi Minh City four months ago that
Ba was probably not the girlfriend he'd been forced
to leave behind when he was shipped out of
Vietnam in 1972. But he denied having known he
wasn't Tuyet Mai's father, and said Ba has told
immigration officials several stories in her
desperation to come to America.
1

r
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The American Express* Card can play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tuba to Thailand
Whether you're buying a TV or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

w*

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now. whether you re a freshman, senior
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or
call l-800-THE-CARI) and ask for a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It*
*
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BU SINES
NEWS & NOTES
CBOE plans refunds
The Chicago Board of Options Exchange
(CBOE) said it will oversee a plan to refund up to
$2 million to as many as 200 customers who
suffered heavy losses last October 20. The
exchange will charge floor traders in its index
options pit a transaction fee, then distribute the
funds among brokerage firms that have complained
they were overcharged for options contracts on Oct.
20, the day after the stock market collapsed. Most
of the index options floor traders at the CBOE are
independent traders who charge brokerage firms a
fee, or premium, to execute their trading orders.
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The Discover card has
become a costly
problem for Sears
The Discover card. Sears, Roebuck & Co. 's
brash effort to take on Visa and MasterCard is in
danger of joining the Edsel and new Coke in the
lineup of great product disasters.
In its first two years, pretax losses on the
venture have topped $400 million. For unclear
reasons. Discover appears to have signed up more
nonpaying customers than Sears thought possible.
And in a recent survey, three out of four customers
said that they would rather turn over the card than
pay an annual fee.

Beta Alpha Psi offers
free tax assistance
Beta Alpha Psi, the National Accounting
Fraternity at JMU, is providing free tax assistance
to low income and elderly taxpayers in the
community.
As part of the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program sponsored by the Internal Revenue
Service, these junior and senior accounting majors
will be available to answer questions and provide
assistance in filing.basic federal tax returns. These
students will have completed a training program
given by the IRS in Richmond.
The members of Beta Alpha Psi encourage the
community to take advantage of this free service.
The following sessions will be held at First
Presbyterian Church in Court Square in
Harrisonburg: Feb. 13, 20, 27 and April 2, 9 from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A session has also been
scheduled Feb. 16 at the Warren Campus Center
lobby from .6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
For further information regarding the VITA
program, please contact Dr. Scott Cairns at the
JMU School of Accounting.
\

AT&T is off the hook
AT&T and its forrmer phone-company units arc
off the hook. They do not have to pay $102.3
million in taxes for 1976 and 1977, the Tax Court
held. It denied an IRS claim that security deposits
from customers must be taxed as income from
advance payments.
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Staff graphic by JOYCE T. DOWNER

JMU tries out new software
By Martin Rosendahl
staff writer

Since last fall, a new software package has
"Enabled" JMU students in the school of business
to learn a system more compatible with those used
in business and industry today. The Enable package
was chosen to replace Framework, the software
package that was taught to students for the past
four years.
The change was made because, according to Dr.
Charles Bilbrey, head of the IDS department.
Enable is a much more powerful and state of the
art system than Framework. The Enable package
"gives us the ability to expose students to state of
the art software, software they may well be using
tr they graduate", Bilbrey said,
mong Enable's advantages are a superior word
processor and a 3-D graphics capability.
Framework has only a 2-D graphic capability of
much poorer quality. The Enable system also has a
telecommunications feature that the Framework
system does not have.
While students can communicate with the VAX
computer system on campus with Enable, they
also can use the system at home because the
students purchase the software package. This
purchasing capability was a major factor in
choosing Enable, because the Framework system
forced students to do all of their work in the
computer lab.
"Students who have their own computers have
found it a major plus," said Glenn Smith, an
assistant professor in the IDS department.
Dr. Richard Christoph, of the IDS department
added that the new system will be very helpful to
commuter students.
"Some commuter students had been very
frustrated with Framework," Christoph said.
Bilbrey said the Enable program, along with

many other possible programs, was studied for six
months before it was selected.
Enable has gotten a lot of recognition recently.
"A number of large federal agencies are using the
system," Christoph said. "Also, many computer
magazines have selected Enable as one of the best
integrated packages."
Presently, Enable is being used in the
sophomore level, introductory computer class (IDS
204) that all business majors must take and some
other students opt to take. Next year, the Enable
system will be used for all junior-level classes. By
1989 or 1990 it will be integrated into all classes
in the school of business.
Bilbrey said that switching systems, while
exciting, is not a unique situation.

"...many computer
magazines have selected
Enable as on of the best
integrated packages."
-Richard Christoph
"Software is advancing very fast. We, and all
the industry, are constantly deciding how long to
keep a system," Christoph said.
With technological advances being made at their
present rates, a package is either upgraded or
replaced about every five years, Bilbrey said.
Students who were taught on Framework but
want to learn Enable will be free to take the IDS
.204 class again. Framework, though, will still be
available in computer labs for juniors and seniors
who were taught on it

ft
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SIFIEDS
FOR

RENT

New Completely Furnished 4 BR Aplt. Extra features furnished - microwave,
disposal, w/D, color TV & cable, am/fm
cassette player. Model available to show
now. Leasing June 1. Renting to groups of
4. Rent $185/person. Water & sewer
included. 12 mo. lease & deposit required.
No pets. Call 433-1717 between 9 am & 5
pm.
Forest Hills Luxury Townhouses - 5/6 BR,
2 1/2 baths, laundry RM, AC, Ivingroom,
dmingrcom, 3 stories. Call Forest Rentals,
234 8440
t
2 Vacant BRs Available For 88-89 School
Year - 5 BR townhouse in Forest Hill.
Non-smoking males call 434-5033.
2 Houses - Walking distance, 4/5 BRs,
4/5 students. Available May/August '88
Cal 434-1139 after 5 pm.
2 Needed To Share Large, Furnished RM in
basement apt. within walking distance for
'88 '89, $135 including utilities. Call Pam,
249-5388.
GWM ISO Roommate(s) For '88-'89 Write Karl, P.O. 247.
College Station - Girls. Townhouse
available Sept. 1988 for 4 or 5 on 12 mo.
lease. D. Hadsell, 703-256-9591.

Need BaHchasers For JMU Baseball Games
- If interested, contact Joyce at x6467 for
additional information.
Come Work For An Accredited, 3 camp
organization in me Pocono Mountains of PA.
Positions are available in tennis, archery,
waterfront (WSI), dramatics, office
administration, computers, radio, arts &
crafts, nature, athletics, jewelry,
photography, dance, wrestling, adventure/
challenge course, cooking & film making.
Camp drivers are also needed (21 or over).
Season 6/24 throjjgh B/20. Call
1-800-533-CAMP (215-887-9700 in PA)
or write 407 Benson E., Jenkintown, PA
19046.
Camp Stall Positions - Counselors, cooks,
nurse, program directors, maintenance,
waterfront, naturalist, arts & crafts staff
needed for coed Lutheran Camp in
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Contact your
placement office or Caroline Furnace
Lutheran Camp, Box 3865, Fort Valley, VA
22652, 703-933-6266.
General Counselors , group leaders,
arts/crafts director, lifeguards (WSI),
nurse, food supervisor, cooks, business
manager. Camps located in Bridgewater &
Leesburg, VA. Call The Girl Scout Council
of the Nation's Capital, 202-337-4300 or
1-800-523-7898.

Summer Sublet - University Place. Own
BR. Furnished. Susan, 433-5711.

Athletic Instructor (Part Time) - Must
have some knowledge of soccer & the ability
to work with youth. Afternoon & evening
hours (10-20 hours/week). Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks S Recreation,
305 S. Dogwood Dr. Deadline Fri., Feb. 19
at 5 pm.

Roommate Needed Immediately - Single RM
in townhouse behind Hunters Ridge.
Reduced to $l20/mo. Call Phill at
434-6810.

Want 2 Swimming Instructors for Summer
teaching in Harrisonburg. May 9-Aug. 4.
Must have, or get, instructor certification.
If interested, send resume & references.

College Station - Girls. RM available May
thru August 1988. Call D. Hadsell,
703-256-9591.

FOR

SALE

LOST 8, FOUND

1973 VW Beetle - Good condition. $950.
Call after 6, 434-4668.

N

prtng Break Plane Ticket To Orlando $50. Scott, 433-6691.
Apple lie System - 128K, 2 drives, modem,
Epson printer, software. $1400,
negotiable. Bill 433-5492.

Alpine Digital AM/FM Cassette Stereo Pre amp fader, metal tape capability,
key-off eject & 10 station presets. $200.
Call Tony at 433-0068.
AKC Registered Golden Retriever Puppies
- $125. Great Valentine's gift! 433-2071.
The Pumpkin Mobile -1973 orange Volvo,
142 model ski racks, stereo, $500. Ride a
Pumpkin Mobile loday! Call 433-6037.
HELP

Lost Women's Gold Wristwatch somewhere
between Chappelear & Wayland Friday
night. If found please call x4923. Reward.
Reward For Return Of License Wallet Lost
2 weeks ago near Hunters Ridge. Call Brian,
x5091.
$Reward$ for returning gold chain
bracelet lost around Hunters Ridge during
AKA party Saturday nite. Great
sentimental value. Please call Christine,
434-8401.
To The Person Who Took My Jean Jacket at
Players Last Thursday - If it was a
mistake, please call 434-3989. If not, may
the fleas of 10,000 camels nest in your nose
hair.

Overseas Jobs - Summer, year round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $9O0-2O00/mo. Sightseeing. Free
info, write IJC, P.O. Box 52-VA04, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Easy Tan - Tan & relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808.
Call for appointment, Mon.-Fri., 645 am-8
pm. Sat., 645 am-12 noon.

Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple
wish lo adopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal 4 confidential. Please
call Priscilla & Ed collect. (703)
534-3720.
Urgent! Need ride to VA Tech this
weekend. Call Deena, x7497.

Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/check.
433-3063. It's worth it!

Counselors For Residential Summer
program at UVA for gifted students. June
22 to Aug. 6,1988. RM 260 Ruffner Had or
call 804-924-3182.

Professional Typing & Word Processing $1.45/page. 828-4980 after 5, Kevin.

Need Male Stripper - Contact KB, Box
1049.

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing Service - $1.25/pg. for double
spaced. Marsha Roth, 433-8713.
Want An Unforgettable Weekend? Come to
The Country Place 42 miles north.
Completely furnished 2 BR & 5 BR,
fireplaces, heated water bed. Owned &
operated by JMU faculty member;
703-743-4007.
The Widow Kip's B&B - Mt. Jackson.
Woodburning fireplaces, all BRs. Canopy
beds, separate cozy cottage. $45-65 tor 2
with breakfast. 703-477-2400.

PERSONALS
E££ - Get ready to rage at 1st floors'
Valentine's Party!
4 Per Rooml The Texan. Daytona Prime,
432-1512.
ATA'S That Made Dean's List - Cindy.
Tracy, Kelly O., Lisa R., Dawn, Jacki, Denise,
Linda, Betsy & Carolyn. Congratulations!

Someone Loves Me At JMU Shirts, x7588.
Jewelry Sale In WCC Feb. 10-11.
Get Wild - With the 'Professionals' Ain!
Players, Friday. All Ages!

Permanant Hair Removal - Advanced
Electrolysis. For appointment call
433-9444.

Brlng-Bring To The Mystic Den Friday Rage with Chuck Taylor!

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

Last Day To Charm that someone special
for Valentine's Day! Carnations in red,
white, pink for sale on patio today!

Girls - Is your stomach getting bigger than
your chest? Are the only whistles you get
from the train? Call Late Nite Aerobics,
433-6762 for your personalized exercise
program.

Mitsy - Have a super 2*t birthday. Luv ya
lots! Jammy

Discover A New Feeling of color confidence
that comes from knowing you look your best
BeautiControl Consultants are certified &
professionally trained to offer a unique
program of free color analysis & complete
skin care. Plus cosmetics, sensational
fashions 4 accessories, all categorized by
color season. Contact Patti Taylor, your
local certified BeautiControl Image
Consultant. 433-6874.

Congratulations To The Alpha Gams That
Made President's List - Nancy, Karen,
Leslie, Chris, Melissa, Annette, Monika &
Pam. You rule!

Tutoring Unlimited offers supplemental
instruction in most college courses. We
offer
Exam-Cram,
term-paper
preparation, reasonable rates & flexible
scheduling. Contact Virginia at 433-1841.
Fresh Cul Rowers, Dukes Florist - See our
ad page 4.

SERVICES

Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free
(800). 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.
WANTED

Kill 2 Birds With 1 Stone - Free vacume &
car wash with 10-minute, 14-poinl oil
change & lube at Jiffy Lube!

Want 2 Female Roommates to share 4 BR
house close to campus for next year. Call
Chris, 434-0207.

Found Solar Calculator On Fri., 2/5/88 by
Miller. Call X5331 & give description to
claim.

WANTED

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Say I Love You With Flowers for your
Valentine, Dukes Florist See our ad page
4.

Thanks To All The People who called/
visited me while I was sick. It meant a lot.
Dan
Phi Chi Theta professional business
fraternity will hold smokers on Sun., Feb 14
& Mon., Feb. 15 from 7-9 pm in WCC RM B.
All interested business majors are welcome.
AEA - Thank* for the awesome Men's
Night? Love, EIZ.1'
Daytona Prime is on the strip! The
Flamingo? 432-1512.
Bikini Weather Is Coming Soon - Call Late
Night Aerobics. 433-6762.
To The AKA Party Crew - Things are not
always as they seem. Know that Mark is one
cool dude & a great boyfriend! Christine

.■■>■
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For Cerebral Acoustic Music, come see the
Skeletones Saturday at Calhouns!
Best Selection Of Valentine balloons &
stuffed animals, etc. We deliver. Flights of
Fancy, 299 Franklin St., 434-3351.
nK4> Little Sister Rush - Informal
Smoker, Thurs., Feb. 11th, 9:30-Pi Kappa
Phi house. Any questions call Charles
Bonner at 434-2690.
>

irt Not Too Law

Hey Wayland Basement Bartenders Great party! But you'll get nothing & like it.
Suzanne & Sciz.

Give Someone's Valentine's Day A Lift!
Send balloons! Call Sarah, x4734 or any
AZA. 2/$1.50-what a bargain!

Ain Sponsor Night - All ages! Players,
Friday!

Why Be 5 Miles From The Strip? Daytona
Prime. 432-1512.

Someone Loves Me At JMU Shirts, x7588.

Ralsonette - Have an awesome weekend
with the Hunk! Your Variety Twin.

Jewelry Sale In WCC Feb. 10-11.
Good Drinking Music - Friday at the Den,
Chuck Taylor & The Allstars.
—■

Book Now For Spring Break

■

■

- ■

i

Hang In There Vicky k Pam! ATA thinks
you're cool!

Comptete Travel Packages Available

8 Days In FL Lauderdale For $129/Person
- Reservations are going fast. Make plans
now! Can Greg, 568-7199.

Campus Rep - 433-3734 or 433-7292
Travel Agents International
A TA's G reek Party Rocked - Prepare for
the awesome Valentine's Semiformal!
Chuck Taylor's Back At The Den-Come
party out of control!
Oaytona's Hottest Bar Is night Below You!
The Texan. 432-1512.
This is Not Just Another Carnation Sale!
Only $1.50! Support Junior Class Tuesday
through Thursday between 10-3 on the
patio.
Raggae Sounds = S.W.A.M.M.P. - PCC
Ballroom tonite, 9 pm, $3.
Across Campus Or Across Town - Dukes
Florist delivers. See our ad page 4.

Balloons! Balloons! Balloons! WCC,
Wednesday/Thursday or call Linda, x5446.

Ar - Get ready for the Sweetheart Ball on
Saturday!
Doug - You finally got a personal! Love,
Your Art 200 Buddy.
IEE Men's Night - A "hit.* Gotta love
those fights! AIA
,
Hey Alpha Garni Fern is coming-let's get
psyched!

Why Risk Your Spring Break Dollars?
Daytona Prime. 432-1512.

Interested hi Being A PI Kappa Phi Little
Sister? Come to our Smoker, Thurs., Feb.
11,9:30 at the nKO house. Questions cal
Charles at 434-2690.

Donna 4 Crew - Yall are great nurses!
Thanks. Ptay doctor? Rick

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

Live Music Is Better - See the Skeletones
Saturday night at Calhoun's.

Jewelry Sale In WCC Feb. 10-11.

Balloons For Valentine's Day! Irs not too
late! Contact A£A.
ODK, A National Leadership Honor Society
is seeking members with over 60 credit
hours, an overall 3.0 GPA & demonstrated
leadership abilities. Applications are
available in 106 Alumnae Mall & are due Feb.
22.

Someone Loves Me At JMU Shirts, x7588.

Party With Ain At Players Friday! A«
Ages!
«»> Fresh Cut Flowers - Dukes Florist. See
our ad page 4
Alpha Phi Omega co-ed service fraternity
will hold an informational meeting Thurs.,
Feb. 11 in Frederikson Hall TV Lounge. If
you're interested in service, we're
interested in meeting you.
Sigma Nu Raffle - 1st prize $100, 2nd
prize $50.
Tom - Hope the night's as enchanting as you
are'J.
Happy 19th Birthday Heather (Feb. 13)!
You're the best friend I could ever have thanks for everything! Kathryn
Late Night Aerobics -Where the customer
comes first, 433-6762.
Many Apologies 4 Thanks to the AKA
Brothers for Saturday nite. Christine &
Mark.
Lumpy - Jesus Key-rist! Can't we just go to
sleep!

■fe

'Happy "Valentine's

Helmets - Come to the Den & check out the
Hot Buttered Muffins - Friday with Chuck
& The Allstars.
f

Jeff, Chris, Chip-Dude! Happy Valentine's
Day, now. Elizabeth

Take OH With ArA's Open House Monday, 9-3:30, Mezzanine RM D.

Broocle-Woocie - Happy V day! Love,
Jenny-Wenny.

MR.
SAT. FEB. 13TH
TREAT YOUR
SWEETHEART
TO A SPECIAL
EVENING AT THE
BELLE MEADE

MINI-MART ^
Valentine Special!
Feb. 12th, 13th, and 14th

Fresh Roses
$1.79 each
Coors Extra Gold 6pk
$2.89
Milwaukees Best & light 6pk
$1.691
Busch & Natural Light 12pk
$4.45
Pork Bar-B-Que
Pizza
Deli Sandwiches & Subs
24hr film developing
Money Orders
Videos
Free Membership
Western Union
1050 S. Main Street
710 Port Republic Road
Open 24 hours a day
7 days a week ,

v -

I Dine in the quiet ambience of our Dining Room: Choose from a Full Course Dinner
of Prime Rib, Lobster Thermidore or Stuffed Breast of Chicken Espagnole
and listen to the romantic sounds of our strolling violinist.
Serving from 6-10 p.m.

P

$13.95^Tr

•or choose our Dinner 4 Dance Package in the Lounge. Serving Prime Rib Buffet
from 6-8 p.m. with Dancing to the Sound of Excalibur, Richmontfs hottest
Top - 40 Dance Band from 9 -1 a.m.

$30.00

PafCouph
Tax & Tip Included

Lounge Admission Only - $5.00 PTMK
Seating is Limited • So make your reservations early!

434-2367
The Belle Meade Restaurant

S. Main Street

Harrisonburg

VALENTINE** DAY

**
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i&Hhppy Valentine's Day
\

Sweetcheekt - Run outta underwear? Love
those sweats! Oh My! Sweetie

Eileen - To the one I love. Be my Valentine!
Kelm*

Owe M. - IVe missed you! Can me soon. *
Angte.

Sylvia (U.C) - Happy anniversary! Three
fast, fabulous, fun-filled years. And it's
just the start. Here's to our future! It will
be bright! I love you, Your Loverboy
(D.K.S.)

» Harold-I love you. KeHy
ToMyOnt*Only Christopher -1 adore
you & hope with alt my * that we can make
it through law school-together. Youre the
most wonderful guy IVe ever met & IU
always love you, Pam
» Marcit -1 love you, you're the best. Big
D.

JCB - Tharix for 8 wonderful months! I v
you! Happy Valentine's Day. Cutie * thanks
for aH of your support KSS
» Pit - Just what was your wish? Happy
Valentines Day! Love, Wm.
• Larry - Thank God for screwed up bus
schedules & a 1-cab taxi company! Love,
Silvia »

Xytvia, Spider Loves You Best!
» Baby Cheeks - Happy Valentine's Day! I
love you! Lisa

-

*

** Beth - Close your eyes & think of me...
» Bryan.

Bon-Jovl - Since you bring me a "Higher
Love* you can "Wang" my "Chung- anytime!
Happy *» Day to a guy who is Too Dam
Hot!" You know. 4th Egyptian
JocefynVsKatXOXO
Bear - Happy V-Day Honey. I tove you very
much & hope we spend many more holidays
together. Cant wait 'till spring break.
Hopefuly well get off on our bad HiNsboro
selves. (Is that right?) Love you more than
CDs. Loco
M'Lord Sugarlump - I'm so excited that
you're my first "real" Valentine, but then
youVe been my first in many ways. I hope
that continues! Love you! Your Ticklish
Wench.
» DMK •>» You are the best of everything
to me. •» Steve.
Usa R.-1 love you! Rob S.«*
If I Were Really Naughty, I'd Do This...

Craftiest One - Happy Valentine's Day! No
matter what you're slill one of my favorite
people. Savage One
Mike - Happy Valentine's Day! I guess I'D
stick around this weekend & break
tradition. I *» you. Susan
*» To My Billy - Someone in Oklahoma *»'s
you! Patsy
/
Mike - Happy Valentine's Day! I tove you! •»
Hay
«*Boboo- Roses are red, violets are blue,
sugar is sweet ft I tove you more! Happy
Valentine's Day. *» Katie.
Terrl & Annette - Happy Valentine's Day
to the best roomies ever!
Dale - Happy Valentine's Day Pumpkin!
Love, Shelly.
Chris -1 love you so much! Happy V-Day.
Julie
Pam - You're the greatest Big Bro. ever.
«* Angie.
ww» Mr. S. Dudd - Its been nothing
but wonderful so far & its only getting
better! Let's break the rules soon. Happy
anniversary Honey. I love you! •» Your Little
Empress.

Chalootz - Here's to a future with no more
mistakes! I love you vety much! Let's make
this V Day better than last year's. Can I
take you out to dinner on Sunday? No
arguments, I promise. •» Your Bear.
Frumpy Loves Sweetpea
Christopher - Your happiness, security ft
development are as important as my own...I
must be in tove! Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetie! Love, Carmen.
^
*
Toby - Thanks for just being you. The last
2 months have been so special. Happy
Valentine's Day! •» Jean.
Kely-I tove you! Gene •
» Sandra -Happy Valentine's Day, thanks
(or all you have done. Keep smiling | love
you. Bill v
Danny Bowen -Happy Valentine's Day! The
love we have for one another grows ft
strengthens even/ day. Let's celebrate a
toast to our one year anniversary-to our
candlelight ceremony, the color "purple",
Southern Comfort ft our memorable 7th
month anniversary. Remembering all we've
shared creates a smile. "The one thing that
matters more than anything else.. .is you and
I." Your Future Wife, Melissa E.
Dearest Chris -1 tove you. John

GREAT SHAKES

College
Women

SORORITY
RUSH!
Freshman through seniors.
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
may be Interested In YOU!!
We wll be holding a special rush

'

FAST FOOD, WITH STYLE.

February 15 -19

(atJMU)

We want to meet college women with a sense of adventure,
loyalty and commitment.
Our special rush starts Monday, February 15, with an open house.
We want to invite you to stop by Warren Campus Center,
Mezzanine Room D anytime from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
You will receive information about our organization,
meet International Officers and find out how
You can take off with Alpha Gamma Deltal

For additional information, call 568-7470

Free Great Shake! Free Great Shake
with purchase of any ! with purchase of any
sandwich and fries.
sandwich and fries.
JUM JTM™

CM* ttmmm
vHuelTOf
W*rai#:r»i

2/29/88
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mm* xm ortmw ont ™,™ ~
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2/29/88
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1570 E. Market St. Harrisonburg
433-6529
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itfrfappy Valentine's (Day
Nik) - Miss you lots! Happy V-Day!» Love,
Monet

Hey Cutle -1 want a love smush! I love you!
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Sweetie.

Brokedown Palace - Attena, Baryshnikov,
Leela 4 Myheather. Here's to cohesive
bonding! Happy Valentine's Day! Love 4
Sensate Foci, The Downstairs Tenant.

De Ann - Happy V-Day! Get off on your
bad serf! L

Dlno - 111 be yours it youII be mine. What's
your answer? v Duckee.
«p Mark - Seems like we've been on a wild
emotional rollercoaster ride since the day
we met! Through it all I want you to realize
& always remember that I love you very
much. I appreciate all you've done tor
me...thanks & happy Valentine's Day,
Sweetie! Love, Christine*
JSP - Happy 4th Valentine's Day honey!
Only 88 days til Europe! I can't wait. Love
you tons. KES
«*

.

Boo-Boo-1 want to thank you for giving me
the best 5 months ot my He. I don't know
what I would have done if I hadn't met you. I
look forward to the future we win share 4
I'll always remember the many evenings of
endless partying, special bottles of
Champagne, red roses & the pound purry
from Hardees. You are the best! Happy 5
months, I tove you! Love Always Anne.

Baha - Let me tell you! Once the Cooler
Kids, now the Bathroom Swillstdrs,
Valentine's Day is the day to Baha! So,
Swing Batter! And may you have all the
home runs your heart desires! Ya know what
I'm savin"?! Baha!
To The "Spank-Me" Crew - Delker named
desire, Joanimal, Fungus, Musslehead,
Crispy, Scotty, Becky, Sarah P, Janet,
Linduh, Sue G., Anabel, Heather Beather,
Kristen, Weeniehead, Mary, Rev. Brian,
Barbara, Bad Guy Clem, Jenenifer, Kayo 4
Sheameless. Happy Valentine's Day. Ya'll
make work not just a job, a baseball game.
Sa-wing battah! Savage
Hey Gettysburg Troops - Welcome to
Madison 4 happy Valentine's!

Barb B. - Have a great 22nd birthday 4 a
happy Valentine's Day! Lots of love 4 hugs
from Colorado. Rob

Leeanlmal - Happy Valentine's Day, Baby!
Here's to life as a commuter! I » you.
Duckee

Fallen Seeks T.J. Fan fa red. whipped
cream fantasies. *

Klra-1 Love Youl Chris

m Tony -1 love you! Theresa
Happy Valentine's Day, Dear -1 love you.
Michelee - HI be your Valentine anytime. Love
Always,,R.H.
Eagle 5th A Wing - Happy Valentine's Day!
«* Love, Leigh.
HP*

Rob, I Love You (Bunches)!

v Ellle Simonetll «» Happy Valentine's
Day From Your» Secret Admirer *K
mm - May 89, OK, I tove you! Danny

3

you! Doug

+ Christopher Lee » -1 love you so much!
Our first Valentine's together will be so
special! Your Tiny, v Sandra Kay «*
Sweetcheeks - Thanks for the past month.
Its been wonderful. HL
«U Tom -Mare Mare
* Marty - This year with you has been the
happiest one of my life. Happy anniversary! I
love you, Lisa »
Gene-Gene-Bo-Bean - What a wild, crazy 4
wonderful guy! Luvya!
Clndl - You've got a friend. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love, Christie.
Eric - You have made my last three years
the happiest ever. I «* you! Happy
Valentine's Day!. All my love, Kathy.

»«pJaeg

ATA Big Brothers - Happy Valentine's
Day! We love you!

EMB *«» Happy Valentine's Day, Sweetie
SMJ

Little Brothers - Chris W., Scott,
Dave, Mike, Chris A., Pat 4 the rest of
Lambda Chi. I miss you 4 love you. Happy
Valentine's Day! «* Mattie.

Jocelyn - Sweetie, happy Valentine's Day.
Last months have been wonderful, hope the
next are too. «* you. Alleged

Mo, Rose, Tara - Happy Valentine's Day to
three of the most fun 4 cool friends. Love,
Mary. You too, Sam!

Jeffrey Strzelczyk - Here's to new
begnnings! I love you. * Lisa.

And Beth & Mike - Have a great first
Valentine's Day!

WEN mm

THE
l LATEST SOUNDS
■■■■■'■■■■■*,ij

j

Jenny Hopkins - Be my Valentine! Love, you!

Cathi-iv U.Paul

^

1

* Hey Mr. Iskablbble! What's yoorr name?
Here's to your first personal 4 our first
year! Happy Valentine's Day, Booger! I love
you «*! "Sniffer"
AXA

Susan - Its been one year 4 you're still the
greatest girl in the world. Happy
Valentine's Day. Sam

'**.

■■■i'i'i'i'r*r

—
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* Blue Eyes - Bottom line? Its been
terrific 4 I'm still head over heels for you.
Never thought it could be this good. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love QTn
Phill - "Here comes the sun." I love you
always. Katie
Hliil Buddyl Have a happy Valentine's Day!
Love ya, Grape Ape.
Ben - Looking forward to an unforgettable
Valentine's Day with my lover 4 best friend.
You make every day special. Forever yours,
M
Tracey - Although I'm not there, thoughts
of you keep me warm. * You Always, «*
Shawn.
Chris K. - I'd love to get to know you
better. Let's cuddle again soon. * Angie.
Carolyn Maloney -1 want to wish my best
friend of eleven years a very special
Valentine's Day! Love, Jenny.
Crafty Happy Valentine's Day! Stop being
mean to. .Lit Bit. 10,000 signatures (too
expensive lor individual names, of course).

Charles, Carl - You crazy swill brothas,
Happy Valentine's Day! Wife
E.S. - In my opinion, D.T.U., Definite
Thumbs Up! Happy Day!
Men's Club - Baha on Valentine's Day! Love,
The Swill Sisters.
Jay - Hey date! Happy Valentine's Day! 2
days "til formal. Can we take the hammock?
Robin
Happy Valentine's Sigma Nu Little Sisters
- Love, Sigma Nu.
Stud Muflns, I Love You. Mel
Happy Valentines Day—Becca, Far-away
Jen, Sarah you-are-the-Wones, Tracey and
Shar-la, Kim (on-my-honor) Howard, Missy
(more cookies?) and Mess, Stephanie
Hilarious, other Tracey and little Cobbler,
Baha Babes, Brokedown (Savage
One-you're kidding, right?) and Darlings of
the Neighborhood. Bruce Street loves
you—The Craftiest One, Chris, Wolfie and
Delkarnamed Desire.
Happy Valentine's Day Brother Nums. I
miss you!
John & Amy «* Mallory, Nick and Seneca

* Kevin -1 love you, now 4 forever. Nicol
* Cupcake -1 love you! Puddin'

•* Scott-I can't wait for the weekend.
Maybe the sniffles will be over by then. Me

Lance Miner - Great job with Sigma Pi's
rush! Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Your
Little Sis.

* Kevin - I know well make it work...
together. Happy Valentine's Day and
remember -1 love you! Missy

4fc
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Karate a way of life, club members say
By Terrl Saparito
staff writer

GET READY TO SUCCEED.
THINK POSITIVE.
NEVER STOP IMPROVING YOURSELF.
These are some of the signs someone would see
every Tuesday and Thursday nights in Godwin's
wrestling room if he or she were in the JMU Karate
Club this semester at JMU. Students say they not
only must follow the advice of these signs when in
class, but live them.
JMU's Karate Club has been putting the winner's
attitude to work since 1981, but not many students
here know about Tong Leong, the martial art that has
been giving students lessons in life.
There arc hundreds of classes of karate systems like
traditional, Americanized, Chinese, Japanese and
Korean karate available. The system of Tong Leong,
which is taught at JMU, is a traditional Chinese
system that uses techniques of empty hand, weapons
and fighting.
Like other traditional systems, Tong Leong instills
in the student the martial arts philosophy of
confidence, discipline and the will to survive.
Each semester 15-20 new members begin to
experience karate for themselves. A new member
would eanT'a white belt within months and, through
continued instruction and hard work, merit higher

«

rank at his or her own pace. The progression of belts
in Tong Leong from novice to most exprienced is
white, yellow, green, red, purple, brown and black,
which has 10 degrees. Each level holds its own
challenge, and in Tong Leong students do not change
belts rapidly.
Each class consists of a warm-up, meditation,
technique exercises and introduction of new skills. A
major part of Tong Leong is the katas, routines using
fighting skills that are performed at competitions.
These katas are taught by repetition and are used to
build control, grace and accuracy in the students'
moves.
The instructor JMU students study under is Gary
Harvey, called Ti Ching by his students. Harvey has
been teaching karate for 14 years and is a
seventh-degree black-belt. He has studied other
systems of karate besides Tong Leong including Tae
Kwon Do, Go Ju-Ryo and Kampo, to name a few.
He said he has stayed with Tong Leong because it
is a complete martial art.
When asked, everyone in his class agreed that Tong
Leong is hard work.
Richard Nickerson, a karate student for five years
said, "Tong Leong is the hardest system I've ever
studied, but I like studying under Ti Ching. He
makes it all worthwhile."
Lawrence Carroll, a newer member with past
experience in other systems of karate, said he started

karate because it keeps him physically fit.
"You actually learn something, as opposed to*?
jogging, where all you have to concentrate on is how
much pain you're in," he said.
Some students admit that competition is scary due
to the possibility of getting hurt when fighting.
Actually, students said, the risk of personal injury is
low because if a student is not capable of fighting,
the instructor recognizes that in class and adjusts
instruction before the tournaments.
Harvey said, "If you can't avoid a fight, you can't
afford to come out second best, so always test your
armor before a fight and make sure your skills are 100
percent."
Rank is earned in competition by fighting using
skills applied at each level, katas and protocol. The
Karate Club competes nationally, and members have
made recent trips to Washington D.C., Richmond and
California for competitions.
Students agree that karate is a test for the mind as
well as for the body. Tina Southworth, who dedicates
about three hours a day to practicing, said, "You're
constantly pushing yourself. Karate has become part
of my life. It has given me self-confidence, and it's
hard. But I can always make it. I may not want to all
the time, but I do."
Michael Mczo, a green belt, said, "I can't express
what karate means to me, but it is a very important
See KARATE page 19>
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Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU Karate Club members Michael Styles and Richard Nickerson use lighting techniques of the TonpLeong system of karale.
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Karate

Jazz band will play in Wilson

► (Continued from page 18)

part of my life. It doesn't mean the same thing to any
two people. It's something no one can experience
unless they do it themselves."
Unlike other more popular Americanized systems
of karate like Tae Kwan Do, it takes a long time for
one to earn a higher belt in Tong Leong because of
the intense study applied at each level. Each belt is
divided into a number of levels which a person must
complete before advancing to a different belt. A
student earns a colored stripe of the next highest belt
for each level that he or she has completed. These
stripes stand for accomplishment in katas and
terminology. It may take many months before a
student is qualified enough to test for each different
stripe.
Each class is told from the begining that if they are .
there to just get rank, they're in the wrong place.
Harvey said it takes many years to be proficient in
Tong Leong.
"It's not as easy as it looks in the movies, and
miracles don't happen overnight. Like a good
education, it takes a long time, and you never stop
learning."
As deputy sheriff of Madison" County, which covers
approximately 300 square miles, Harvey said he finds
karate an asset to his profession. He uses skills daily
in his job because karate is not just a hobby, it is a
way of thinking, a way of life.
Karate, he said, is something that is not just
physical. It gives a person focus, control, and a
strong will, which is bound to affect their personal
lives. His Chinese name was given to him as a
higher ranking belt because he was a "tudi" or a

AFTER

disciple of karate, someone who lives by the martial
arts philosophy.
The Karate Club also believes in teaching children
martial arts at an early age. Classes are held twice a
week for students between the ages of six and 13.
The Karate Club may not sound like a thriving
social organization, but students experience a special
bond that comes from working toward the common
goal of improving themselves by adopting a tougher
attitude.
Mezo said, "We are all brothers and sisters in here.
We encourage each other, and we push each other to
become the best we can be."
For those who are interested in joining the club, it
is not possible to receive credit for it, and it does not
fulfill any physical education general studies
requirements. The dues are $10 a month, and when the
time comes, weapons, uniforms, and competition
require separate fees. But if a student cannot afford
these things, Harvey said, the club always finds a
way to provide them.
Harvey said becoming involved in karate can be a
rewarding experience, but it takes a special kind of
attitude and dedication.
"Be aware that you don't go to class just to copy
the instructor and do what he says," he said. "You
come out a different person each lime, and you learn
how to respect yourself and others around you. It's a
special kind of lesson that the Karate Club is proud
to teach each and every week."
Harvey advises all students of karate and
prospective members that, "Dreams come true only
when the dreaming stops. So if you're going to learn
something, you owe it to yourself to work for it and
stop dreaming."

The JMU Jazz Band and Jazz Chamber Ensemble II
will perform at 8 p.m. tonight in Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
The 19-member band's program will include
"Chelsea Briadge" by Billy Strayhorn and "Sambo
Dubois" by Phil Woods. The seven members of the
jazz, ensemble will perform selections to be
announced at the concert

Music Dept. to present opera
The JMU Department of Music will present the
opera "Don Giovanni" by Mozart, performed by the
JMU Opera Theatre Feb. 12 and 13 at 8 p.m. ^n
Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium.
The piano accompanist will be Patricia Price, and
the role of Don Giovanni will be played by William
Carpenter.
This opera, directed by Dr. John Little, will be
performed in a cut version.

Madisonians go on the road
The JMU Madisonians have been selected to
perform for the 1988 Southern Division Convention
of the American Choral Director's Association. The
group will travel to Winston-Salem, N.C., for the
conference to be held Feb. 17-20.
Under the direction of Sandra Cryder, the show
choir has performed at various other national and
regional choral conventions and has recorded two
award-winning television commercials for ABC
affiliate stations. Cryder is in nor 14th year as director
of the group.
The Madisonians are one of two groups
representing Virginia at the convention.

HOURS

THURSDAY
MUSIC
JMU Jazz Band —Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.,
free admission.
S.W.A.M.M.P. — Phillips Center Ballroom, 9 p.m. midnight, $3 cover charge.
Tim Spears and Donny Woodson — The Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
Head First — The Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
Dj — Calhoun's, darts night, no cover charge.
DJ — J.M.'s Pub & Deli, Sponsor Night, $1 cover
charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
Romeo and Juliet (PG) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
For Keeps (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
She's Having a Baby (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40
p.m., and 9:35 p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Eddie Murphy:Raw (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Moonstruck (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and
9 p.m.
Serpent and the Rainbow (R) — Roth Theatres,
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $4 cover

charge.

9PCT& '

DANCE
International Folk Dance Ensemble —
Godwin Hall Studio 356, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m., admission
charge not available.
FRIDAY
MUSIC
The Jellyfish Blues Band — Calhoun's, $3
cover charge.
Whiskey Creek — The Gandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
Chuck Taylor and the Allstars — The Mystic
Den, cover charge not available.
Soft Wind — Scruples. Sheraton I nil, $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ _ Players, Delta Sigma Pi Sponsor Night, all ages
admitted, $1.50 cover charge for people
underage, $1 for people of age.
MOVIES
Snow White (G) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
Broadcast News (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Good Morning Vietnam (R)*- Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
* *,
She's Having a Baby (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 /
p.m. and 9:35p.m.
Shoot to Kill (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Moonstruck (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and

.

Serpent and the Rainbow (R) — Roth Theatres,
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Roth Theatres.
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
MUSIC
The Excalibers— Belle Meade, $5 cover charge.
$3 with JMU I.D.
i Skeletones — Calhoun's, acoustic soft rock.
3 cover charge, couples also $3 (two for one).
. Craun and the Good to Go Band — The
Gandy Dancer, cover charge not available.
Lost Time — The Mystic Den, $3 cover charge.
Soft Wind — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
n
The Nutty Professor and Our Gang
Comedies (G) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 1 p.m.,
admission free.
Snow White (G) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Broadcast News (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Good Morning Vietnam (R) — Valley Mall Rofh
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
She's Having a Baby (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Shoot to Kill (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Moonstruck (PG-13) — Roth Theatres. 2 p.m.. 7
p.nv and 9 p.m.
Serpent and the Rainbow (R) — Roth Theatres.
2 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
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Leigh Rubin
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46 Part of NCAA (abbr.)
47 Distribute, as
cards (2 wds.)
48 Jesus inscription
49 Armed sea mollusks
50 Those present
55 Opera solo
56 Ben Hur, e.g.
57 Noticed
58 One way to determine
50-Across (2 wds.)
59 Ending for gliss
DOWN
1 Former cartoon show
<2 wds.)
2 Impromptu
3 Packaging need
(2 wds.)
4 Six-line stanzas
5 Fencing sword
6 Ending for pay
7 They have flippers
(2 wds.)
8 Jewish eTementary
schools
9 Sure of being won
(2 wds.)
10 "— the Knife"
11 Sionan

12 Brazil resort
13 Banking abbreviation
14 Metric measures
(abbr.)
20 First lady

24 Opposite of ques.
25 1961 "Best Actress"
(2 wds.)
26 Busy 27
29
30
32
33
35

Hurdy-gurdy (2 wds.
TV Tarzan. Ron
Sack
"
a boy!"
set
Cousteau's domain
0 (i

N

s
w
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S
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ACROSS
1 Disarrange, as hair
5 Given to oversimplification
15 Arrow poison
16 Creating enmity
17 Hardi
18 Asian rats
19 "
Skelter"
21 Call's partner
22 Steal
23 Exist
24 Harmful snakes
28 "Fiddler on the
Roof" matchmaker
29 Overhead railroads
30 Equine sound
31 Racing-type wheels
32 State abbreviation
33 Quartz variety
34 Table scrap
35 At an impasse
37 Tend the garden
38 Word employments
40 Toward the stern
41 Kind
42 Brown pigment
43
fi
44 Respond to
45 First garden

•
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36 "
Were a Rich
Man..."
39 Card game
41 As
pin
43 Prefix for sphere
' 44 — room
46 Go on
(ramble)
47 Activists
48 "What's
for
me?"
50 Part of CPA (abbr.)
51 However, for short
52 Upsllon's neighbor
53 Sea eagle
54 Curved letter
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AUDITIONS
VOCALISTS INSTRUMENTALISTS - TECHNICIANS
SUMMER MUSIC MISSIONS TEAM
ZELEBRANT SINGERS, an injerdeiwminational Christian music ministry, has immediate
Dpenings for North American and overseas mission teams.
.
For FREE INFORMATION and complete details on how you can be involved in this dynanw
orach, come meet a CELEBRANT SINGERS representative on campus:

TONIGHT! Feb. 11, 7:45-9:45p.m.
See posters on campus for location
J-P^M J*T

SIMOEKS. PO Bo. I416-

FEBRUARY 15, 1988
WILSON HALL
8:00p.m.
ADMISSION FREE

v

$

HAVE YOU MADE
MONEY AT JMU

■

APPLY FOR THE

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE SCHOLARSHIP
SPONSORED BY

SFVFRAL HUNDRED DOLLARS AVAILABLE

'

Conferences
February 16, 9 am - 3:30 pm
Warren Campus Center
~ Mezzanine Room C
and
February 17, 9 am - 3:30 pm
Warren Campus Center
Mezzanine Room B
Theme Party
February 17, 7:30 - 8:30 pm
Alpha Gamma Delta Dorm

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE ENTREPRENEURS

Deadline: February 22

Special Rush Events
Open House
February 15, 9 am - 3 pm
Warren Campus Center
Mezzanine Room D

by doing something creative,
new, or different?

Pick up applications at Harrison A-l 1
or call 568H6334

Take Off With
'Alpha Gamma Delta!

tt

Preference Party
February 18, 7-8 pm
Chandler Hall - Shenandoah Room
For More Information,
Call 568-7470
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mPORTS
Pirates
extend
JMU's
streak
Ex-Terrapin coach
By Mark Chamock

'Lefty'Driesell shows
interest in JMU post
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

If JMU called. Charles G. "Lefty" Driesell might
be interested in the now-vacant head coaching job.
here.
Speaking from his office on the campus of the '
University of Maryland Wednesday afternoon, the
former Terrapin head coach said, "I'd be interested in
talking with them, but I haven't heard from anybody
down there.
"I haven't heard from Dean Ehlers or President
Carrier, but if they're interested, I'd talk with them."
Driesell currently holds a 348-159 record. His
Terrapin teams compiled a 126-101 record in the
Atlantic Coast Conference, winning the ACC
tournament in 1984. Maryland went to the NCAA
tournament eight times, finishing 10-8 under
Driesell.
After 17 years as basketball coach, Driesell was
reassigned within the university after the
cocaine-related death of star Len Bias and several
questions about academics. His primary function at
Maryland now is fund-raising.
Would the step, down in conference competition
bother Driesell?
"No, not really," he said. "I would just have to
enjoy what I was doing. I think it [Colonial Athletic
Association] is a good conference.
"I know some things about it. It isn't as good as
the ACC, but it's a good conference."
Driesell should know some things about the
conference. When the head coaching job at
CAA-member East Carolina came open last season,
Driesell's name immediately surfaced as a potential
candidate for the job.
"I just talked with some people there on the Board
of Regents," Driesell said of the ECU coaching
opportunity.
JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers could not be
reached for comment Wednesday afternoon. His
secretary said that he left Harrisonburg Tuesday and
would not return until Friday. She would not
comment about what business Ehlers is working on
during his trip.
i .
The cutoff for applications for the head coaching
position is March 1, and a coach will be chosen from
a seven-member search committee set up by JMU
last week.
The position came open when John Thurston
resigned as head coach after JMU refused to renew his
contract. ,JMU will, however, pay Thurston all of his
$40,000 salary next season because the decision was
made in mid-season rather than deferred until the end
of the year.
If JMU would go after a coach of Driesell's caliber,
it would have to shell <^t considerably more than
what it paid Thurston. Driesell made more than that
at Maryland, and he also has a lucrative television
contract to do color commentary for ACC games for
Raycom Sports. *
*

staff writer

The JMU basketball team is starting to become
like a movie seen one too many times — the same
story line, the same characters, the same outcome.
This time, the Dukes were showing in Greenville,
N.C., home of East Carolina, a team that was tied
with JMU for last place in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
And it looked like the Pirates enjoyed helping JMU
out with the plot to this one, winning 70-66
Saturday to leave the Dukes in sole possession of last
place with a 2-7 conference mark, 6-14 overall.
With the loss, JMU would have to win its
remaining seven games and a tournament game to
finish with a winning season.
The scenario that has become most common for the

Dukes this year is this one — bolt out to an early
lead, experience a shooting drought, a couple of
turnovers, and watch the other team catch fire.
That Dukes played the part well in front of an
audience of just over 1,800 in Minges Coliseum,
letting Ben Gordon and Barry Brown almost
single-handedly build a quick 14-6 lead with just
under five minutes gone. In those first five minutes.
JMU shot a torrid 86 percent from the field.
They maintained that tempo and attack until it was
time for a drought, as the Pirates outscored JMU 13-6
in the halfs final seven minutes to finish the half
down by one 36-35.
Trailing 44-37 with 15:18 left, ECU prayed for a
JMU scoring slump and got it. The game changed in

See LOSS page 31>

Women cruise over ECU
By Dave Wash burn
staff writer

CATHY UDELL
JMU's Liz Lokle (right) shoots Monday.

-a

The JMU women's basketball inched one step
closer to claiming their third straight Colonial
Athletic Association title by scoring an impressive
79-54 victory over East Carolina Monday evening at
the Convocation Center.
The victory lifts the Dukes' record to 17-3 and 8-0
in the CAA and gives JMU a chance to clinch the
conference regular season championship with a win
over William and Mary Saturday night.
On a night where the temperatures outside were
plummeting into the teens, the Dukes came out on
fire. Connecting on its first eight shots from the
field, JMU rushed to an early 16-2 lead that had the
sparse crowd of 479 on its feet.
"s
The jubilation was short-lived, though. The^
Pirates, paced by Alma Bethea's 16 first-half points,
rallied to cut the gap to 21-14 with 8:44 left in the
half as the Dukes' shooting went cold.
Things continued to worsen for JMU when the
Dukes' Sydney Beasley, the team's leading scorer
and rebounder, got tangled up with Bcthea and went
crashing down to the floor with a sprained ankle.
The Dukes appeared to be in serious danger of
losing their first conference game since the 1985
season, when East Carolina defeated JMU 70-67 in
overtime.
■
But the Dukes quickly proved they were far from
being a one-dimensional team. Sparked by reserve
center Sandy Broughlon's 10 first-half points, JMU
went on a 17-7-run over the next four minutes
following Beasley's injury, before settling for a
42-30 halftime lead.
Dukes' head coach Shelia Moorman had nothing
but praise for the way Broughton accepted the
challenge in die first 20 minutes of action.
"I think Sandy, when Syd went down, took it
upon herself, and knew that somebody had to pick
up that slack, and I think she went just as hard as
she could go for as long as she could go," Moorman

See WOMEN page 28>
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Football team signs fourblue-chippers
y

By Rob Washbum
The JMU football program had not
one, but four dreams come true
Wednesday afternoon.
With a smile that befit a proud father,
third-year head coach Joe Purzycki
announced the signing of 18 new
recruits to scholarships. Among them
were four players who rate among the
best ever brought into the university.
"This is, without a doubt, the finest
class we've recruited," Purzycki said.
"We have in our recruiting process, a
dream list — this is, players that are
usually getting all I-A action. We put
them on a separate board in our
recruiting room because the return on a
dream list candidate is about l-in-25,
and usually we get one a year. This year
there are about three or four players that
fall into that category."
Perhaps the most highly touted of the
group is Ken Ford. The 6-foot-3,

210-pound halfback runs a 10.6 in the
100-meter dash and will be the fastest
player on the team next fall. He was
recruited by a number of I-A schools,
including Ohio State.
"He's as good as we can recruit at this
level," Purzycki said. "It helps that
Kenny Ford ran the Winged-T in high
school. He knows where to line up, he
knows where to go and he can get there
faster than anybody on our team. With
three senior halfbacks leaving in
[Rodney] Stockett, [Tony] Graddy and
[Julius] Sherman, a guy like Ken Ford
is going to be looked at pretty
seriously."
Another player who could see playing
time immediately is Pat Carey. The
6-foot-1,190-pound strong safety from
Pittsburgh played for North Hills, the
top high school team in the nation last
season, and was an all-state selection.
He visited Virginia Tech, Wisconsin,
Pittsburgh and Maryland before deciding

players are in a class by themselves."
on JMU.
Among the rest of the class, Purzycki
"Pat Carey is from the number one
has
brought in a mix of skill players
high school team in America and he
and
linemen.
was as decorated as anyone on that
The top players at the skill positions
football team," Purzycki said. "It's a
recruiting coup of great sort when we're include 5-foot-11, 160-pound split end
able to have Ken Ford and Pat Carey in Vaughn Queen, 5-foot-10, 165-pound
halfback Jerry Roney arid 5-foot-10,
the same class/
Yet another defensive back who could 170-pound quarterback Eriq Williams.
see time is Don Phelps. The 5-foot-9, Queen had 69 receptions last season and
170-pound cornerback runs a 10.7 in has great ball skills according to
the 100 meters and possesses Purzypki. He's also a return specialist.
outstanding athletic ability. Phelps was Roney possesses 10.8 speed in the 100
recruited by Virginia Tech, Wake Forest meters and is a versatile athlete.
Williams, said Purzycki, is an Eric
and East Carolina.
The fourth of the members on Green-type quarterback. He's an option
Pwrzycki's dream list is Shane Henson. player who can run and throw weD.
On the line, Purzycki's top recruits
The 6-foot-1,220-pound linebacker was
the defensive player of the year in were 6-foot-1, 240-pound guard Brian
Maryland and on the all-Metropolitan Kagle, 6-foot-2, 275-pound guard Ben
Washington, D. C. team. He took part Lawrynas and 6-foot-3, 235-pound
in more than 100 tackles and had 10 tackle Derek Spangler.
quarterback sacks last season.
See RECRUITS page 28>
Of the four, Purzycki said, "Those

JMU cyclists offer varying opportunities
By Kit Coleman
staff writer

■

Although the JMU Cycling Club evolved from
racing enthusiasts, it offers a variety of opportunities
for anyone who owns a bicycle.
"It's a club for anyone who has an interest in
biking," said Joe Hiney, the club's secretary.
Club members tour as well as train for races.
Students who ride mountain bikes or who are
interested in triathlon competitons also arc welcome.
Ken Calhoun, the club's treasurer, is interested in
assembling a triathlon — swimming, biking and

•

Club vice president Dean Raat said, "The racing
coordinator for this race is excited to have us there."
The weekend competition consists of three separate
events, including the team lime trial, the criterium
and the road race.
In the team time trial, the first race, one of the five
team members takes the lead position to block the
wind for four teammates who pedal behind him, a
strategy called "drafting." After about 90 seconds, he
drops back behind the fourth man, while another
member acts as the "windbreaker." They continue this
cycle throughout the race.
The team itself is awarded a certain number of
points based on its placing.
In the afternoon individuals compete in a criterium
race, which will take place on a small course looping
around Navy's campus — unlike the "velodrome''
often seen in world-class races, such as the Olympic
Games.
This event is geared more towards the spectators, as
they can sec the racers more often than when they
compete in a road race.
The third event is Sunday's road race, which will
take place around Annapolis, Md. Again, the team
members compete individually.
Men's and women's teams compete separately, the
only difference being that the women lack a team
time trial. In the two individual divisions each cyclist
races in a division according to his ability — "A,"
"B" and "C." Of JMU's racers, 80 percent fall in the
middle "B" category.
After all events are completed, a certain amount of
points is allotted to the place winners, depending on
their place and their division. For example, tenth
place in the elite "A" division gives the team more
points than first place in "B."
s
Each team member's individual points in the final
two races combine with the squad's team time trial
points tor the team s total.
'The emphasis in collegiate racing is on the team
effort and not necessarily the individual
Photo courtesy of Dean Raat
acnievemment," O'Brien said.

running — training group now, even though most of
these competitions take place during the summer.
"I'd like to get some people to train together for
triathlons," he said.
President Mike O'Brien enjoys the club because,
"It's a great way to meet other cyclists and get
exercise as well."
The club's first collegiate race is scheduled for
March 26 and 27 in Annapolis, Md., at the United
States Naval Academy. About ten cyclists from JMU
will race against competition from Virginia, Navy,
Maryland and Buckncll, among others.

Treasurer Ken Calhoun pedals In a criierium race in Charlottesville.
■

.

See CYCLING page 28>

150-pounder Chris Brock (right) works for a pin against teammate Shawn Carter In wrestling practice. Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
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JMU wrestlers take triple triumph
By Stephanie Swaim
staff writer
The men's wrestling team is on a roll.
Victorious in their last seven dual matches, the
Dukes upped their record to 11-3 last weekend by
defeating Springfield 32-6, Columbia 33-14 and
Princeton 22-14 at Princeton, NJ. But the next few
weeks should prove to be more challenging as they
face three of the nation's top twenty teams.
"I thought we had a pretty good weekend," JMU
mat coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer said. "The guys
were coming off some big wins, they've been
working hard and they've got good attitudes."
Among those wrestlers who were victorious in all
three of their matches were Carey Falcone (118
pounds), Pat Smith (158) and Brian Kurlander (167
and 177). John Durso (150 pounds) and Danny
Johnston (heavyweight) also helped the Dukes'
cause by winning twice each.
In their first match of the weekend, JMU won
eight of its 10 individual matches to defeat
Springfield 32-6. Falcone decisioned Chris Perry 5-2
and the Dukes' Keith Taylor won 14-8 over Chris
Davey at 126 pounds. JMUs Scott Holmes received
a forfeit at 134, making the team score 12-0.
The next two matches went to Springfield by
narrow margins. At 142, Rob Lutz suffered a 2-0
defeat to Greg Muscarella and Durso lost 5-4 in the

150-pound class, pulling Springfield within 12-6.
But the Dukes swept the upper five weight classes
to win in a landslide. After Pat Smith's 10-0
decision over Mike Cunningham at 158 pounds and
Chris Leggett's 8-5 defeat of Joe Woodcock at 167,
Brian Kurlander scored a 18-6 superior decision over
Orlando Rosa at 177.
G.J. Sucher (190) outdueled Travis Soule 5-1 and
Johnston recorded a pin in 2:29 over Andy Miller.
In the Dukes' win over Columbia, three JMU
wrestlers — Falcone, Jeff Rehain and Durso —
received forfeits. Kevin Gast topped Barry Bunin
13-7 at 126, but atl42 John McColgan was on the
losing end of a 7-4 decision against Columbia's
Scott Harrison.
Pat Smith and Brian Kurlander both recorded pins
in 5:10 and 3:43, respectively, to clinch the Dukes'
team triumph, but the next three matches went to
Colurnbia as Jeff Messeroll, David Mitchell and
Johnston went down to defeat.
"I didn't really know too much about Springfield
and Columbia, but I thought our guys wrestled
well," Bowyer said. "We got crushed by Princeton
last year and this year we had about the same teams,
so that [victory] was a nice surprise."
This year, it was the Dukes' turn to crush. They
started with a pin by Falcone in 1:15 against Mike
Grippo, but the next three Dukes — Taylor, Rehain

and Lutz — lost decisions to put the Dukes down
11-6.
After the drought, however, JMU recovered to win
four consecutive JMU bouts as Durso, Smith,
Kurlander and Messeroll each emerged victorious.
Sucher lost 4-3 at 190 pounds, keeping the Tigers
in contention at 19-14, but Johnston decisioned the
Tigers' Ken Hakes 2-0 to assure the Dukes' win.
This weekend, JMU will wrestle at William and
Mary Friday night and in Annapolis, Md.. against
Navy and Rider Saturday. The Tribe won the
Virginia Intercollegiate League championships
earlier this year and Navy, who has only lost one
match this season, is ranked 15th in the nation.
This stiff competition should help prepare the
Dukes for next week's matches against top 20
teams North Carolina State and North Carolina, as
well as for the NCAA East Regional tournament
over spring break.
"Navy's loaded. I just hope that we can keep good
attitudes and wrestle tough against them," Bowyer
said. "If we wrestle as good as we did against
Virginia or George Mason, we have a shot against
beating Rider. It just depends on if our guys are
ready for it
"After that, we've got our work cut out for us.
We're just hoping to come out alive.
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Spanky's 2nd Annual Beach Party!
Saturday, February 13,1988

CONGRATULATIONS
TO LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA
WINNERS:

Contests:
Hula Hoop
Hard Bodies
Best Tan
Best Legs
Best Summer Wear

Patricia Cavallo
Wayne Conway
Michele Dawson
Audrey Magann
Keith Slaydon

Prizes:
T-Shirts
Frisbees
&

More!

Outdoor barbeque/surfburgers & hotdogs
For more information call 434-7647
.

You've Come a Long
Way, Baby...
OR Have You?

P^^S

^*V*^
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Not If You Are Still
Plucking. Tweezlng or
Shaving.

BE FOREVER FREE
WITH ELECTROLYSIS

and

Winter Is the Time to Try
Leg Waxing!

NEW REFLECTIONS
Judy Huffman, Area's Only
Certified Electrologlst &
Waxing Specialist

Vje©oeu

433-6270

Other Voices
Bookstore
I

Everything from
Woody Allen to
Bob Woodward
59 S. Liberty Street
Dow n tow n

432-1700
KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS

present

AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that
says it has Richmond's hottest.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN

Name

kinkes
1010 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
433-9287

m

Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligibje to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid I.D. tc win.
***********************************************************,
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JMU relay team
wins at Newark
JMU's women's distance medley relay
learn took first place in Saturday's
Delaware Invitational meet in Newark,
Del. The squad of Sabrina Bugay,
Nicole Deskins, Jennifer Antes and
Lorna Lewis ran a time of 12:30.51 to
win the race.
Antes came in second in the
1,500-meter run with a time of
4:48.09, while JMU's 4x800-meter
relay team of Bugay, Jody Clarke,
Jennifer Brinkerhoff and Lewis earned
second with a time of 9:41.5.
Laurie Johnson finished third in the
20-pound weight throw with a toss of
11.50 meters and Patricia Ritter placed
fourth in the 1,000-meter run with a
clocking of 4:54.46.

JMU fencers tie
at Lynchburg
The JMU fencing team failed to win a
meet for the first time this season
Wednesday when it tied homestanding
Lynchburg College 8-8, moving their
record to 4-0-1.
Jennifer Collins won three of four
bouts to lead the Dukes. Angela Leffcl
and Tanya Velt/each went 2-2 and
Tonya Whitenton finished 1-3.

Beasley survives sprain scare
By Dave Washburn
staff writer

With only a few exceptions, the JMU
women's basketball team has enjoyed
smooth sailing so far this season. The
Dukes currently enjoy a 17-3 record,
including a perfect 8-0 Colonial
Athletic Association mark, and again
appear a cinch to win both the CAA
regular season and tournament titles.
But all of that nearly changed during
the first half of Monday night's game
between JMU and East Carolina at the
Convocation Center. With the Dukes
enjoying a comfortable 21-12
advantage, ECU'S Alma Bethea spun
around and connected on a short jump
shot from the right of the lane.
Just as the ball was falling through
the net, however, there was a sudden
shout, followed by a loud thud and a
deadly silence. JMU fans' hearts fell as
they looked down to see Dukes' center
Sydney Beasley lying on the floor,
grimacing in pain as she gingerly
grabbed for her ankle.
JMU trainers carefully assisted
Beasley back to the bench, where they
immediately applied ice to the ankle.
The major thought on everyone's mind,
especially Beasley's, turned to the
severity of the injury.
"I thought I had sprained it really bad

because it was stuck to one side,"
Beasley said, referring to her immediate
thoughts after she went down.
However, just as much of a concern
for the Dukes' coaches was who they
could use to fill the void left by
Beasley, the team's leading scorer and
rebounder.
In stepped Sandy Broughton.
Primarily thought of as a rebounder,
the 6-foot-1 reserve senior center
exploded for 10 points and eight
rebounds in the first half, putting a
quick end to any questions people had
about her ability to score in pressure
situations.
"Usually I come in off the bench
mainly as a rebounder and I really don't
look to score," Broughton said. "I just
got in there and I said that is the game .
. . since Syd is hurt, I have to do a
better job than I have been."
Broughlon's spectacular effort also
drew rave reviews from JMU head coach
Shelia Moorman.

Broughlon's surprise performance
nearly overshadowed another fine effort
from a more likely source — Alisa
Harris. The senior captain, who had
been struggling for the last few games,
pumped in a game-high 25 points, 14
of which came after intermission.
"Coming into tonight's game, I knew
I had to have a good game," Harris said.
"The team, we got together, . . . and
they helped me and gave me a pat on
the back . . . and I just wanted to go
out and have a good game."
Harris also noted she felt confident in
the team's ability to play well even
without Beasley's presence.
"I didn't worry too much because I
know we can go deep on the bench and
knowing Syd, [I knew] she would come
back, especially in the second half,"
Harris said. "I mean there for a while
there Sandy was doing so well I kind of
forgot Syd was out."
Much to the delight of JMU
followers, Beasley returned in the
second half. Although her stats were
r
"I think Sandy, when Syd went down, modest, 6 points and 5 rebounds in
... knew that somebody had to pick up approximately 12 minutes of playing
that slack, and I think she went just as time, Beasley said she felt returning
hard as she could go for as long as she was important for both physical and
could go," Moorman said. "[Shekdid a mental reasons.
"It [her ankle] was a little tentative,
super job off the boards and gave us a
punch scoring as well. I'm very, very but I just wanted to go out there and see
how well I could do on it"
pleased with her."

Stop By For That Special
Valentine's Gift!

J]

aazzjizEz^ii

Dukes Plaza Shopping Center

Large Selection of Fresh and Silk Flowers,
Balloons, Many Unique Gifts, and
CALIFORNIA RAISINS!
Delivery on Campus
Master Card and VISA Welcome

433-7789

Hours:

2185 S.Main Street
m

Valentine's
Day
Sale
20% off all earrings

Expires: 3/31/88

Rt. 33 east at 1-81
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
(703) 433-2576

Parents

i Touch
7. Th© Earth
Hand-Crafted Silver Jewelry
Supplies for Leather Work and Bead Work
Now Carrying Crystals and Tie-Dyes
"For Something Different Come Check Us Out!"

30 South Main
.
Next to Jess' Quick Lunch

^mClip and Savem

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6<
Fri. -Sat.
l0-9<

/>o^/434-2895

SPECIAL
J
2 can stay for the price of 1! |
I Cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts. §
GUARANTEED RESERVATION REQUIRED
j

"3
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Recruits»»»»» Women.
> (Continued from page 24)

> (Continued from page 23)

Kaglc and Lawrynas both have the
good speed that is necessary for linemen
in the Winged-T attack and should fit in
well. Spangler, according to Purzycki,
was the top lineman in the city of
Richmond.
The Dukes have one scholarship
remaining and that will be used to sign
another quarterback. Purzycki said at
least one potential candidate will visit
campus this weekend.
JMU is coming off a season in which
it went 9-3 and reached the I-AA
playoffs for the first time in school
history. The Dukes also achieved
victories over the state's other three
I-AA teams — Richmond, William and
Mary, and VMI. That, combined with a
schedule that will feature I-A teams
Virginia Tech and Navy this season,
helped tremendously with recruiting,
Purzycki said.
"We're in the battle with anybody on
the I-AA level now," Purzycki said.
"We're competitive with the top I-AA
programs and now we're also able to
steal one or two players a year who are
the next caliber of player.
"We're recruiting head up with
Virginia Tech and we're telling young
guys we'll play Virginia Tech, we'll
play Navy and we'll play the best I-AA
schedule in the country. In our situation
you have to be able to ofkr those
challenges."

i

said. "[She] did a super job off the
boards and gave us a punch scoring as
well. I'm very, very pleased with her."
Broughton said that it was simply a
matter of her realizing what needed to
be done if JMU was to be successful
without Beasley in the lineup.
"Usually I come off the bench mainly
as a rebounder, and I really don't look to
score," Broughton said. "[But] since
Syd and Alisa (Harris] are having a
great year scoring, I felt I had to pick
up what was lost and try to score."
The second half saw both teams get

Dff to a sluggish Start, with each
:ommitting two turnovers in the first
minute of action. But JMU's sloppiness
;nded in short order, as it quickly turned
he game into a rout by outscoring the
D
irates 14-4 during the first eight
ninutcs to make the score 58-34.
Leading the way for the the Dukes
was Harris, who broke out of a
mid-season scoring slump to pace JMU
with 25 points on ll-of-18 shooting.
"I thought her [Alisa] shot was more
confident, she was taking what was
there, and when she had the inside
opportunity she scored it," Moorman
said.

Beasley returned for the Dukes in the
second half to score eight points and
grab five rebounds before leaving with
5:31 to play. Although her appearance
in the second half was encouraging,
Moorman said the status of Beasley's
ankle is still questionable.

see how a high-class team worked
together," said O'Brien, who has been
racing since he was 14 years old.
The club's officers quickly pointed
out that the JMU cycling club is just
that — a club for people who like to
cycle.
"It's a way to not feel like another
number here at JMU," Hiney said.
The club must support itself
financially and is sponsored by a local
bike shop. Cool Breeze Cyclery. The
shop helps the team by paying half of
the price of each member's team jersey
and by offering a 10-perccnt discount on
merchandise, not including bikes and
repairs.

The club intends to raffle off a
mountain bike in the fall, provided by
Cool Breeze, to raise money for race
fees. It Also wants to sponsor a
collegiate race in Harrisonburg in the
fall or spring.
The club's dues now help to subsidize
racing fees and help with touring
supplies.
"The members who race are really
pulling their own weight," Calhoun
said. "It can be a really expensive
sport."
The JMU club also expects to
compete on Easter weekend at UVa and
the ECCC Championships in Ithaca,
N.Y. in April.

"You never know when you come
down on somebody else's foot,"
Moorman said. "It can be very painful
and then you don't have much of an
injury, or it can be painful and really
swell up. So we'll keep our fingers
crossed and hope she doesn't get a lot of
swelling."

Cycling
(Continued from page 24)

Although the club competes in the
Eastern Collegiate Cycling Conference,
six members have United States
Cycling Federation licenses that enable
them to compete on a different level.
"We don't just talk about racing —
we get out and race," Raat said. "We
compete in some races where we meet
top pro and amateur cyclists."
This type of competiton enabled
JMU's more experienced racers to meet
and race with members of the U.S.
Olympic team and top women's teams
in Hampton last September.
"This was great for Joe [Hiney] and
Dean [Raat], who just started racing, to

Go for the Gold
$3.79
THE BEST PIZZA
at the

at Gatti's
FREE DELIVERY
'•-Sun-Thurs 11am -1am
Fri-Sat 11am-2am
Located in Cloverledf Shopping Center

The Olympics - A great event that
takes place only once every four years.
Fortunately, the Gatti's buffet takes
place every day and Monday thru
Thursday nights. Come in and check
out the best pizza in town and watch
the Olympics on our wide screen TVs.
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$6.00
For any medium
regular, 1 topping
pizza plus 2 Free Cokes

Or
$7.00
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Special!
M
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$8.00
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Delivery

]433-0606

For any large
regular, 1 topping
pizza plus 4 Free Cokes

$9.00

Free

We take it one step
further. We deliver
to your door.
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BEST BUFFET
IN TOWN!!!
Every 11 AM - 2 PM
All the pizza i
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eat.

$3.99
BEST NIGHT
TIME BEFFET
EVER!!!
Mc
, thru
Thursday 5:30 ■
8 30 PM
watefi roi/ law* $H*H »nrj e*>o» our mojrowaier^ Bunt!

Wt Guarantee You Wonl Go Away Hungry!!

Ma*

Pi

. f£f ?
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REC

(upcoming events in JMU sports)
MIEN'S BASKETBALL
Tortght—JMU at Virginia
Mittary Institute (Lexington),
730 p.m.
Saturday—Wliam and Mary at
JMU. 8 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — WiStarh and Mary at
JMU, 6 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING
Thursday-Saturday— JMU at
Colonial ChamptosMpa
(Annapofls. Md.). 11 a.m.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Friday—JMU, Kent State at
Indiana (Pa.) University (Indiana,
Pa.), 7 p.m.
Sunday — JMU, Kent State at
Eastern Michigan (Kent, Ohio), 1
p.m.
MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Saturday—JMU at Pittsburgh
(Pifoburgb), 2 p.m.
Sunday — JMU, Eastern
Michigan at Kent State (Kent,
Ohio). 1 p.m.
■»

tt

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Thuraday-Satuiday—JMU at
Colonial Championships
flis.Md.). 11a.m.

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday—JMU at Hardee'e
Claselc (Morgartown, W.Va.)
Sunday —JMU at Mobil Grand
Prix Meet (Fairfax), 12 p.m.

WRESTLING
Friday—JMU at WWiam and
Mary (WHRarosburg), 7 p.m.
Saturday — JMU, Rider at Navy
(Annapolis. Md.^ i p.m.

WOMEN'S TRACK AND V
FIELD
Saturday — JMU at Hardee's
Classic (Morgantown, W.Va.)

REPORT

ACTIVITIES —

Godwin 205.

ROLLER SKATING — A free
skating night will be held Feb. 18 at
Skatetown USA from 7:30-10 p.m.

JOBS —

BASKETBALL — Sign up for
Schick Super Hoops 3-on-3
competition by 12 p.m. today in
Godwin 213.
Sign up for co-rec 2-on-2 play by
12 p.m. Feb. 17 in Godwin 213.
WALLYBALL — An officials clinic
will be held today at 5 p.m. in

Positions
as
intramural
supervisors, issue room and weight
room attendants, aerobic instructors
and Nautilus weight room
supervisors are available for May
Session, Summer Session and the
1988-89 school year
Apply
in
Godwin
213
Monday-Friday from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
The application deadline is Feb. 25.
c

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
During JMU's women's-men's
basketball doubleheader against William
and Mary Saturday night at the
Convocation Center beginning at 6
p.m., students and regular ticket holders
will be selected to compete in the "Joe
Bowman Chevy Shootout."
To win a Chevy Corsica, the
contestant must make a layup and shots
from the top of the key, 22 feet and
midcourt in succession.
During
Monday
night's
men's-wdmen's basketball doubleheader
beginning at 6 p.m., "Money Grabs,"
sponsored by Animal Health and Valley
Blox, will be held at halftime of each
game for students and regular ticket
holders.

JSZT

'Indoor' team second
A squad composed of JMU juniors
and some sophomores on the Dukes'
soccer team placed second in an indoor
soccer tournament last weekend at West
Virginia Wesleyan. That team went
4-1, losing to Alderson-Broaddus
College in the final.
The Dukes' younger squad, composed
of freshmen and sophomores, placed 3-1
and finished third in the tounrey, falling
to Alderson-Broaddus in the semifinals.
On Jan. 31. JMU went 4-1-1 and
placed second behind Howard in the
Mid-Atlantic Top 10 Indoor
Tournament in Williamsburg.
The Dukes will host an indoor
tournament this weekend at Godwin
Hall.

-ILvj

Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is now available for sale or lease. This will
be our LAST PHASE of Hunters Ridge, which will consist of four bedroom
units and our new and exciting five bedroom units that are guaranteed to go
fast. Stop by the office and pick up some information or bring your parents
to take a look at the finest student housing community for JMU students.
Developed by DMI Corp.
1111 Old Colony Lane
Williamsburg, VA 23185
1-800-234-1364
——

Sales Office
Rental Office
434-5150
Hours: 10am -5pm
_

—

r
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Valentine
classifieds
deserve an
immediate replyZ
PLACE A CLASSIFIED!
To place yours, fill out the information to the right.
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail
addressed to:
TheBreeze
/Campus Mail
OR
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment
i.e. 1-10 words = $2
11-20 words = $4

CLASSIFIED

etc

DEADLINES:
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail
two days before the deadline so we receive them in time.

NAME
PHONE #
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS. BUT THE BREEZE
KEEPS ALL SUBMITTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PRE-PAYMENT BASIS ONLY
-A.

r
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Loss
> (Continued from page 23)

ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA:

Downtown
Books
IX

disorganization, building an 61-50 lead
the next five minutes, as JMU was held with four minutes left in the half
scoreless, committing five turnovers primarily going inside to Gus Hill
while the Pirates ripped off seven
(game-high 20 points) and while
points to go up 47-44 with 11 minutes leaving ball-handling duties to Jimmy
Hinton when the Dukes pressed. The
left
"We had one stretch where the other run also was helped by an aggressive
team came out and really pressured us Pirate zone.
defensively," JMU interim head coach
"We played a little bit more zone,"
Tom McCorry said, "and took us out of said ECU head coach Mike Steele, "but
we tried to make it an aggressive zone.
what we wanted to do.
"Since a lot of what we're doing is In the second half we wanted to put
new, you're not really tested until the pressure on the ball, and it really gave
other team pressures you out of it.... them some problems."
ECU was deadly from the free throw
We just got a little disorganized during
''line, making 7-of-10 in the game's final
that stretch."
ECU took advantage of the two minutes. JMU could get no closer

DATRLCKI f

1

REAL ESTATE

•

Management

•

703-433-2559

"When you're doing something for
only a week and a half, pressure can
hurt that until it becomes second nature
.... Credit that more than anything
that they took us out and got a little
disorganized."
JMU travels to Virginia Military
Institute tonight before returning home
Saturday against William and Mary.
VMI is 4-12, but McCorry said, "The
way they're playing, that'll be a
challenge for us."

FEATURING THE BEST IN OFF-CAMPUS RENTALS

V.

71S North Mafci M-, MftWonOura, Vkynfr 2M01
Leaiinq

than three the rest of the way.
"We came back and made a ball game
of it," McCorry said. "I thought the
guys played with a lot of heart.

Sales

)

MADISON GARDENS
1335 & 1339 South Main Street
Furnished lor 5 persons
Luxury 3 Bedrooms with private decks
2 Full Baths

University Place
Madison Square
Country Club Court
Forest Hill Townhouses
Houses near Campus

DUKE GARDEN APARTMENTS
735 Soulh Main Street
Furnished for 5 persons
Very Close to Campus
3 Bedrooms & 2.5 Baths

.«

-PLAN AHEAD FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDS!
-STOP BY OUR OFFICE AND PICK UP A
HOUSING BROCHURE.
-GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL RENTALS.

O BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD!
0 MANY OF THESE PROPERTIES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE

SAY I
WITH

Valley Sports Center
Annual 1/2 Price Anniversary Scle

FOR YOUR VALENTINE!

Fri., Feb. 12th thru Mon., Feb. 15th

Fresh -flowers ~ Corsa$t.s —
Valenfme. arrange, me. r>+s~
Balloons «* Flowering plants.
\ send -flowers world-unoe, ~

50% Off Entire In Store Inventory

w
$

0%

50°/o °«

Athletic Shoes - All Styles
Racketball
Tennis
Swimsuits
Warmup Suits
Sweat Clothing
Softball Gloves - Bats
Exercise Equipment
T-Shirts •

i*

LOVE YOU
FLOWERS.

Z065S.MKIN

tQAZEBo^flg&ar

JI

The 'Btacf^Students fttfiance presents a

°r»ta{

Entire Stock (Limited Quantities) 50% Off
Additional Savings at Our Outdoor Sale!
ALL SALES FINAL - NO CREDIT CARDS

on Saturday, ftbruarq 13,1988
from 10:00 pm ■ 2.-00 am
in "Phillips Ctnur 'Ballroom

Sale begins Friday, Feb. 12 at 9am continuous
Saturday, and Monday
At our 107 E. Water St. Store Only
Downtown Harrisonburg
434-6580

go on sale fibruary 1
for $5 at\lu Offiot of'Minority
Student\Iftfrom 9-5

T

«*

k
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WPOIN
Survey
statistics
■

r-
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JMU TOOK A positive s^ep toward
analyzing student needs within the
university with the annual survey ot
student attitudes and perceptions. It also
revealed, although the university doesn't like to
hear it, some real student concerns.
The good news for JMU is that almost 100
percent of the people it let in are happy. The
Student Development News, a publication of
the Office of Student Affairs, released the
results in late January.
The survey was distributed in five parts to
about 2,000 students last semester. The survey
includes topics like JMU life, academics,
self-perception, personal values, satisfaction
with campus facilities, and frequency of drug and
alcohol use.
What JMU gets from this survey is a guide to
follow when attending to problems here. At least
for this year, the survey shows that JMU is doing
a good job handling some needs like facility
conditions and courses offered better than
others like campus parking, actual availability of
those courses and student involvement in
university policy-making.
V
The numbers in the first category rate in the
mid-70's to high 90's in termKpf percentage
satisfaction. However, when the university gets
into dealing with the second category, the
numbers fall dramatically.
Only 43 percent of the students surveyed
are happy with course availability.
Fifty-seven percent believe students are
involved in policy making and a pitiful 7 percent
are happy with campus parking (although 15
percent said they had no basis to judge).
Again, the university has done a fine job in the
area of assessment, but now is the time to start
taking some of the weaknesses to heart. Aside
from economic and personal philosophies,
these numbers have not changed when
compared to past assessments.
The student affairs office sent the results to
administrators, college deans, faculty members
and student leaders. This is good when you
consider that those latter-mentioned people will
be crucial in forming philosophy. Most of the
work, however, with parking, course availability,
campus police and residence hall rules will have
to come from the top.
The administration should scrutinize these low
percentage figures as much as the high
percentage ones, so that the university can
soon bring all the figures up to par and truly
make students "happy" with all of JMU.
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88

Breeze editorial board
Rob Washburn
editor
Mark Charnock
editorial editor
1

Mike Wilson J>
managing editor
Stephen Rountree
asst. editorial editor

Our first computer president?
It'll happen by the year 2000
Within these last two decades, presidents, especially
the president of the United States, have become
increasingly unpopular while computers have
flourished. And with the increasing developments
being made in artificial intelligence, I detect a definite
possibility for a revolution in our political system.
A computer generated president is entirely feasible
and would be a welcomed relief from the parade of
personalities which now plague our elections.
I envision an amendment to the Constitution by
the year 2000 allowing for a computer system to run
the highest office in the land. At election time the
public would go to a computer polling place or use a
terminal at home to vote on not only the Computer
Generated Presidents (CGP) looks and oratory skills
for the next four years but determines his political
views as well.
Besides the inevitable issues concerning national
defense, budget, foreign policy and smut films, other
special interest voting sequences could include: herb
gardening, separation of church and television, train
schedule comphrchension and adoption of a flag with
e
51 stars.
For instance, if you were in a motorcycle gang the
polling monitor might display the following
questions:
1. Do you favor import quotas on motorcycles?
Y/N
2. Would you like more laws protecting the
constitutional rights of motorcycle gangs sporting
scruffy beards, long hair, and leather apparel? Y/N
3. There should be a federal law requiring

motorcyclists to wear helmets under the following
situations:
A) at all times.
B) during the hours after dusk and before dawn.
C) on highways and interstates.
D) at breakneck speeds.
E) anytime motorcycle gangs as described in
question number two (2) rape and/or pillage small
towns.

A DIFFERENT
LOOK
Douglas Dow
By not restricting the public to an inflexible
platform, the presidency could be truly
representational of the public's opinions. Besides an
unprecedented level of democracy CGP would offer
many other benefits as well.
Taxpayers money would be saved by clcminating
unnccded advisors, speech writers and cabinet
members. The secret service would no longer have to
worry about elaborate procedures to guard the
president on long trips .and the public wouldn't have
to worry about stray bullets from manical assasins.
Air Force One would undoubtedly be placed in the
Smithsonian and the presidents limos sold to shicks.
See PRESIDENT page 35 >•
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READERS'
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Condom sales are endorsement of sex
To the editor:
The other day, I read the articles in The Breeze
and then discussed with a friend the current uproar
over Chandler Hall's decision to sell condoms as a
fund raiser. The articles and the editorial in the Jan.
21 and 25 issues of The Breeze bring up several
important questions I would like to discuss. Unlike
most of the articles and the editorial, I'll use facts
to back up my opinion.
First of all, why are the condoms being sold?
Proponents of this plan say it is for fund raising.
Well, I spoke twice with Head Resident Kevin
Lammers at Weaver Hall, where the hall currently
sells them for fund raising, and, Kevin added, "as a
service." In this all male hall, they only sell an
average of six condoms per week. (At $.50 each,
that's a whopping $3.00 per week, before
expenses) Nobody can be fooled by this fundraising facade, except the editors of The Breeze,
who called it a "proven fund raiser."
The second major issue is the presumption that
the condom sales are a needed service. As a
Catholic Christian, I am strongly opposed to
premarital and homosexual acts of sex. However, I
won't argue the "moral or religious" issues. I call
upon the Christian groups on campus to take their
stand now, loudly and clearly. I will address the
medical and public health facts. For the sake of

this letter, I will assume the condoms arc being
used by males engaged in heterosexual acts of sex.
I contacted Dr. Cecil Fox at the Surgeon General's
Office in Washington, D.C. and discussed with
him the use and effectiveness of condoms. What I
found was startling. He stated that the effectiveness
of condoms when used by married couples was 97
percent, while condoms used by single young men
under 21 were only 50 percent effective or less.
There is a direct correlation between the amount of
commitment in a relationship and the effectiveness
of condoms. Since married couples make up little,
if any of the population of Weaver or Chandler,
effectiveness is highly suspect, and therefore, not
needed. You might as well flip a coin. It should be
acknowledged that condoms' effectiveness against
disease transmittal does reach above 50 percent,
according to Dr. Fox.
The problem with this "service" then, is that it
is highly incomplete and one-sided. Those who
advocate abstinence are sterotyped as "moralists and
puritans," yet abstinence is unquestionably the
most effective; and psychologically, the most
positive form of birth and disease control. Yet
these people who prefer to abstain are hit with a
barrage of other peoples' morals on television,
radio, campus events, and sadly even at some
residence hall programs. It wasn't until after Mary
Kay Fredgren, a resident of Chandler Hall, argued

vehemently, that she was invited to present a
program on abstinence along with the "safe sex"
program presented by the hall staff. The hall staff
should be presenting this themselves.
Finally, even after reviewing the facts, if you
were convinced that condom sales were "good" for
public health, should they be sold in residence
halls? I think not! It was stated in one of your
cover stories that since the sales were devised by
hall councils, the university has little to say. This
is an enormous lie. The Office of Residence Life
knows well that they can intervene and stop the
sale of any products in residence halls. In fact, the
Weaver Hall staff, as paid employees of the
university are selling condoms out of die hall
office. Office of Residence Life has clear
jurisdiction. Condom sales should be left to drug
stores and off-campus health facilities. Having the
condoms so readily availabale within the halls is
indeed an implicit, if not explicit endorsement of
sex, and therefore of someone else's morals. I hope
The Breeze editors have the courage and journalistic
integrity to print this letter in its entirety, so all
the students can have the full story, and finally
some facts.

David M. Sharland
former Head Resident
JMUI984

Purzycki apologizes, clarifies Forum policy
earlier 'cavalier' remarks
To the editor:
It was with considerable chagrin that I read Scott
Turnbough's letter to die editor (Breeze Feb. 4)
regarding two football players involved in a campus
theft. I apologize for my cavalier remarks in the
previous Breeze issue, regarding this matter, which
may have prompted Scott's letter of concern.
May I clarify my initial remarks in this matter
adding some fluid context to them. First, it has been
my purpose since I took over the JMU football
program to better integrate our athletes with the
student body as a whole. A segregated athletic
program (i.e. training tables, athletic dorms) seldom
wins over support of the student body, because it is
perceived to be receiving special treatment Treating
the athlete as a student first, therefore, has
consisten tly been our objective.
Our policy for the student athlete, consequently, for
violations of campus regulations, has been dictated,
not by an athletic department whose objectivity
might be questioned, but by the same mechanism
which governs all student misconduct.
Dr. Scott's office (Student Affairs) has always been
consistent and fair, and I have total faith in their
ability to render proper judgment in the cases of
Messrs. Christian and Mitchell.
I would hope for two things, Scott, as regards this
matter. First, that people will avoid the shallowest

__

human ignorance which stereotypes all members of a
group for the actions of a few. I have scholarship
football players on our squad like Jim Eckenrode, a
3.2 student of biology who plans to study medicine;
Mark Kieffer, also majoring in the sciences who
carried 17 hours this past semester and achieved a
perfect 4.0; and Lamont Breedlove, a campus leader,
quality student and member of the Reserved Officers
Training Corps. I would hate to see the merits of so
many affected by the negative actions of so few.
Secondly. I hope the conduct of Messrs. Christian
and Mitchell will not undermine the support that has
been generated by the student body for our football
program. This support has been earned and is
appreciated greatly.
May I apologize on behalf of a football team whose
sincerest goal is to be an extension of a student body
they feel represents excellence. At times, those
among you (students and student athletes) will deviate
from the norm. You will fail and you will err, but
thanks to people like Scott Turnbaugh you can
remind one another that these transgressions are not
appreciated in a community where the touchstone is a
cut above the norm.

Joe Purzycki
Head Football Coach

We want you to know that you are the reason we
are here. Reporting and analyzing the events at
JMU is our primary responsibility, and people
often have a lot to say.
The Readers' Forum page is the place to say it.
We welcome letters from the school community
on any topics that are of general interest to JMU.

All letters must be confirmed. Therefore, give us
your name, year in school, major, telephone
number and address. Letters without these things
will not be printed. If you have more than one
person writing the letter, we will indicate that
under the first name given on the letter.
If criticism is the main function of your letter,
remember to attack ideas, not people. Also,
regardless of the type of letter, please try to be as
brief as possible. Don't ramble.
Above all, don't be afraid to write. This forum is
one of the few places where your opinion gets
direcdy to the student body.
Deadlines for letters to the editor are 12:00 noon
on Saturdays for publication in Monday's issue,
and 5:00 p.m. Tuesdays for publication in
Thursday's issue.
We reserve the right to edit, hold or reject letters
for taste and space.

«•—■
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About Alcohol and Drugs...
Question: Once | begin
Loss of control is not a
drinking I find I cannot
normal drinking pattern; loss
stop; should I be
of contol drinking is a
concerned about this?
symptom of alcoholism.
Answer: Yes, you
Alcoholics Anonymous says
should. The inability to stop
"One drink is too many, a
drinking once you start
thousand are not enough."
indicates that your body has
If you have questions or
become physically
concerns about your drinking
dependent on alcohol and
pattern or of someone you
Jo Umberger
once you begin drinking you
know, call
cannot "hot drink." You
Arlington Treatment Center at
predict how much he or she
continue to drink to overcome
434-7396.
will drink, can predict what
the physical discomfort you
Column by
time he or she will leave the
will experience when you
Jo Umberger
party, can stop drinking
stop drinking. This pattern of
Manager of Counseling
whenever
he
or
she
desires,
drinking is called "loss of
can take it (alcohol) or leave
control" drinking which is .
it.
characterized by the inability
to predict your alcohol intake
or plan; that is, drinking at
inappropriate times and
Route 3, Box 52
places and drinking
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
inappropriate amounts of
703-434-7396
alcohol.
The Arlington Treatment Center
A normal drinker can

This Valentine's Day experience
the romantic atmosphere of

Gourmet Foods
featuring
Homemade Pasta,
Veal, Poultry,
Seafood, Steak

Open Tues - Sun
11:00 am -10:00 pm
Closed Monday

Catering Services Available
Take out order
Visa. Mastercard
American Express

815 E. Market St

433-0961

Don't let
your lungs
go to pot.
Smoking marijuana is a
lot more dangerous than
you think. And a lot less
cool.
Recent studies show
that pot can do a lot more
damage to your lungs
than anyone ever thought.
Especially if you're young.
So, if you smoke, or if
you're thinking about it,
think again.

t

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION
The Christmas Seal People •

Spact comiiOuWd by in* puOaana. as a puoac aarvic*

seer
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Legalization of drugs can
alleviate today 's problems
To the editor:
The following are some of my opinions on what I
believe to be one of the essential battlegrounds of
freedom and individuality: drug legislation.
First, marijuana and psychedelic drugs are not
addictive, as are many legal drugs. Marijuana,
psilocybin mushrooms and peyote are organic and to
criminalize them is to deny people access to our
natural birthright, God's creations. The Indians of the
southwest have used the peyote cactus in religious
ceremonies for centuries, and to deny them this is a
direct violation of freedom of religion. One may find
enlightenment in many ways', and since the brain
itself is a chemical configuration, a consenting adult
should be able to pursue whatever spiritual avenue he
or she chooses, as long as they do not impose their
will on others, as in murder, rape Or harassment. The
government is saying, "You do not have a choice, the
government will dictate your chemical intake." This
is fascism in a very real sense, and most Americans
simply do not care. As for drugs such as cocaine and
heroin, simply classify them with their peers,
alcohol.
|
If the free capitalist market were allowed ID engage
in the drug trade, many family farms would be saved.
Marijuana is the number one cash crop in America.
Taxation would go a long way to decrease the federal

deficit. Also, prison crowding would decrease greatly,
law enforcement officials could concentrate on crimes
with actual victims, and the mob would either
legitimize its business or be undersold legally and
thus be forced to do so. There would not be the
violence that is going on in the drug trade as it is,
because if someone stole, you would take them to
court. It would be a great boon for all involved
parties economically, including those people in
Central America, countries whose livelihoods are not
legitimate in the present system. It would be more
difficult for children to get drugs without adult
guidance if they were regulated through something
like the ABC store. I am very intense about this
issue, because I feel that it relates to most social
problems facing the world as a whole, and I could
digress on endless sidetracks, but hopefully I have
kept it succinct. People who choose to experiment
with consciousness and learn uncharted truths are
being treated like Jews in the Nazi regime and
crucified on the crucifix of the American judicial
system.

Todd Evans
sophomore
undecided

Of barefoot girls and
closed-minded kids
To the editor:
Concerning Keith Turner's "Real World" of Feb.
8: What's the matter, Keith? Did you get your
masculinity bruised by some woman? Feel
threatened? Poor baby!-1 hope you find whatever it
is you're looking for. . . a barefoot girl willing to
bear your closed minded children?

Kate Anthony
junior
theater

President********
>• (Continued from page 32)

Instead of turning the White House into another
tourist trap, it could be converted into the Nancy
Reagan Memorial Rehabilitation Center for Anorexic
Junkies (NRMRCAJ).
The vice president's duty as backup for the president
would rcmairrnnchanged as would his recognition. Of
course the first lady would continue to serve a vital
role by turning on the president every morning.
Eventually we could have computers running our
entire political system. Imagine that, a government
completelly void of corruption and scandal. The only
problem I see would be that all the politicians with
no work and nothing to say would probably become
hopeless alcoholics and spend their last pitiful days
hounding the press.

Does your hair look drab and blah?
v

'The Travel Leader"

Plan for Spring Break Now!

-

I Let one of our professional staff members give you that
natural sun-streaked look you love. Call for an
'appointment today & look like you spent a week in the sun!

15% discount on all

All Services Free
Convenient to Campus
Lowest Fares Available

785 East Market Street

Get a head start on summer with a
HIGHLIGHTING TREATMENT!!

"ypQtnan
433-5656

Spankyvs Valentine's
Day Special
2 Lasagna Dinners - $12.95
Strawberry Sundaes - $1.50
Strawberry Milkshakes - $1.50

OPEN TUES. - SAT.
K>«BO«m>4MO<

student

I.D.I

434*8676

>M»OW*^MMBW

Tan
*£< *^s«
1106 Reservoir St. 434-1812

^C/JM

"*V

ESPRING BREAK SPECIAL!

10 visits $25, 20 visits $40
ly UVB ray will protect against SUNBURN

A.UJ

Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available

Come in now and
receive a coupon for the weekend

For more information call: 434-7647

Both U V A rays and UVB rays

LAUDERDALE

+0*1HE ISLANDS
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NOW
HIRING
f.MAm*^<!*i

Ask about our special party rates
We also offer 12" subs!
Roast beef & cheese-Italian-Meatball-Ham & cheese

Fast FREE Delivery'

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

433-3776

•***

425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
Sorry, no personal checks accepted.
immm

COUPON ... ■■I

IIMHB

COUPON

MEAL
DEAL

ZONl

_■_■■■, !■■■■

MEAL
DEAL

a ACLUDES ANY
I / K IWO ITEM 1?
PIZZA AND TWO
16 0Z CUPS OF
COKE OR SPRITE

75

INCLUDES ANV
TWO TEM 16
PIZZA AND fOUR
'6 OZ CUPS OF
.".OKE OR SPRITE

■ REGULAR $8.00

rr/1

!

- *. toupon par pu2«

>■■■■■

We reserve ihe nqhl lo
km\ our (MMivery dfoa
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